
Phase field crystal models constitute a 
theoretical framework for studying the 
nanostructure of solidifying crystalline 
materials at diffusive time scales. It is 
customary to assume that the dynamics 
governing the solidification process are 
purely diffusive and that the motion of the 
microscopic constituents of the system is 
generated solely by random collisions with 
the environment. However, it turns out that 
at the microscopic level this is not always 
true. Instead, non-diffusive dynamics such 
as vibrations of the system and advection of 
mass can be important. In this dissertation 
we present different approaches for 
integrating fast dynamics in the time 
evolution of the system. We show the 
feasibility of these approaches both 
analytically and numerically and 
demonstrate that the inclusion of the fast 
time scales changes the overall time 
evolution of the system drastically. 
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1. Introduction

Melting and solidification of crystalline materials is a prime example of

a commonly known, everyday physical phenomenon that has remained

widely interesting to the scientific community. The thermodynamic macro-

scopic description of solidification processes has been well known since the

late 19th century but at the microscopic level, solidification continues to

puzzle scientists with a multitude of open questions.

Due to its everyday applicability, understanding solidification is impor-

tant beyond the academic community. Isolating and recognizing the rel-

evant factors that lead to desired material properties is beneficial for en-

gineers who are burdened with the ever so challenging task of designing

new and better materials.

This dissertation considers a minuscule fraction of the vast theory of

solidification. In this chapter we will try to give a short account of the

recent progress in this field in order for the reader to connect this work to

a wider body of research. We will briefly discuss the history of the study

of solidification, especially the macroscopic theory of solidification, after

which we will proceed to introduce the atomistic theory of solidification.

The aim of this chapter is to motivate the research in this work within the

framework of these theories.

1.1 The Stefan problem

In 1831 French scientists Gabriel Lamé and Benoît Paul Émile Clapeyron

studied the thickness of a solidifying crust on top of a liquid as a func-

tion of time. This study is probably the earliest mathematical description

of a solidifying process. These equations resurfaced in 1890, when the

namesake of such problems, a Slovene physicist Jožeph Stefan studied

the formation of ice in the polar seas [1].
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The Stefan problem consists of a diffusion law for the temperature and

the time evolution of the liquid–solid boundary. Moving the boundary

requires the release or storing of latent heat implying that the normal

velocity of the boundary is proportional to the temperature flux difference

across the boundary. The main task is to solve the liquid–solid boundary

as a function of time. The Stefan problem has been extensively studied

during the 20th century, yet many open problems remain [1, 2].

The Stefan problem is an example of a free boundary problem. Realistic

systems involve arbitrary geometries and boundary conditions. Moreover,

the equations describing the bulk are different in liquids and solids lead-

ing to different set of equations in the liquid and solid regions. These com-

plications render analytical approaches for finding a solution in a closed

form useless. Instead, numerical methods need to be used. From the nu-

merical point of view the main task is the tracking of the position of the

moving boundary. This requires high-end numerical tools such as level

set methods and can lead to fundamental mathematical problems as in

the case of changing topology of the liquid–solid interface [3]. Phase field

methods were introduced to alleviate these challenging problems.

1.2 Phase field methods

In the phase field methodology the solid–liquid interface is – contrary to

the Stefan problem – assumed to be diffuse. This means that the interface

has a finite thickness. Such diffuse interfaces were first discussed by van

der Waals in 1893 in his seminal paper on capillary action [4]. Much

later it was discovered that between a solid and a liquid there is often a

disordered layer with a finite thickness known as the premelt, that is not

exactly solid or liquid. This proves that in the case of solidification, the

diffuse boundary is physically justified.

However, it was not until the work of Landau on second order phase

transitions and in particular the work of Landau and Ginzburg on Type

I superconductors that the relevant thermodynamic variable, the order

parameter, was discovered [5]. Sometimes two different phases share

the same characteristic thermodynamic properties (temperature, pres-

sure, density...) but are still fundamentally different. This difference is

explained as a difference in order and is described by an independent

macroscopic quantity, the order parameter field. In the materials science

context this field is known as the the phase field. Adding this field to the

2
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thermodynamic description of the material constitutes the framework of

phase field methods.

Although the mathematical framework had been in place even for the

dynamics since the work of Hohenberg and Halperin [6], phase field

methodology had been thought of as a phenomenological tool not really

suitable for quantitative studies. Some early works using the phase field

method to approximate sharp interface models exist [7] but it was not un-

til the work of Kobayashi on dendritic solidification [8, 9], when the phase

field method became a commonplace tool for studying solidification.

One of the early problems of the phase field methodology was the strin-

gent condition for the interface width: approximating sharp interface

models with phase field methods seemed to often require a remarkably

thin interface. This was problematic for the computations since the nu-

merical mesh needed to be extremely fine in order to correctly reproduce

the quick variation of the order parameter field across the thin solid–

liquid boundary. This problem was solved by Karma et al., who provided,

with the help of matched asymptotic expansions, a method for making the

computations quantitatively accurate with a thick diffuse boundary [10,

11]. In recent years, the phase field method has been applied to a wide

range of problems in materials science and condensed matter physics. For

a comprehensive list see e.g. Ref. [12].

1.3 Classical density functional theory

So far we have discussed macroscopic theories that are formulated us-

ing the symmetries of the microscopic Hamiltonian. Classical density

functional theory (CDFT)1 makes heavy use of thermodynamics but it is

strictly a microscopic theory.

The main idea of CDFT is to describe the structure of the lattice in terms

of a probability of finding a particle at a certain point. The probabilistic

nature of the field is due to random thermal vibrations. Ramakrishnan

and Yussouff were the first to use CDFT for studying solidification [13].

This theory was reformulated in a more traditional CDFT language by

Haymet and Oxtoby [14]. The most remarkable finding of the CDFT of

1This is not to be confused with the quantum mechanical density functional the-
ory. Classical density functional theory involves statistical probabilities in con-
trast to quantum probabilities associated with the quantum density functional
theory.
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freezing is that certain liquid properties can determine the type of solid

that the liquid would transform into. Moreover, the very same liquid prop-

erties seemed to contain information on topological defects of the solid

such as dislocation cores or solid–liquid boundary energies.

The main advantage of the CDFT is that it describes materials at diffu-

sive time scales. The thermal vibrations of single particles do not need to

be explicitly solved. This gives a great numerical advantage over atom-

istic methods such as Monte Carlo or Molecular Dynamics. The CDFT

has proven especially useful for colloidal systems, where the dynamics is

well described by first order, overdamped time evolution equations. For a

review of CDFT see e.g. [15].

Despite the naturally long time scales associated with the CDFT, the

numerical effectiveness of the CDFT is severely limited by the spatial

domain. Solid state solutions of the CDFT are extremely narrow Gaus-

sian peaks, whose description requires a fine resolution of the spatial dis-

cretization. In addition to long time scales, the diffusive phenomena often

require length scales that are considerably larger than the interatomic

spacing. The CDFT becomes limited by the maximum size it can describe

making room for methods that can be extended to larger spatial scales.

1.4 Phase field crystal models

The phase field crystal (PFC) models were first introduced by Elder et

al. in 2002 [16] in order to expand the framework of phase field models

in the direction of the CDFT. The main difference with the phase field

models is that microscopic details are included in the model by adding

periodic ground state solutions. These PFC solutions are close to the one-

wavelength description of the periodic crystal, making them suitable for

numerical study.

The PFC model2 was originally connected with the CDFT by Elder et al.

[17], who expanded the CDFT free energy with the approximation that

the number density variations are small. Wu et al. published another

derivation of the PFC free energy from CDFT [18], where they match the

non-local properties of the PFC model and the CDFT. Perhaps the best jus-

tified connection between the PFC model and the CDFT to this date was
2Elder introduced a single model that has been expanded to a family of models.
The usage of the wording PFC model versus PFC models can seem arbitrary but
we will try to be consistent.
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made by Jaatinen et al. [19], who defined the PFC density as a smoothed,

convoluted CDFT density. It seems that many material properties are –

at least qualitatively – robust to changes in the high wavelength modes

of the CDFT solution implying that the numerically more feasible PFC

method could be used instead of CDFT.

The PFC method can be thought of as the minimum model with elas-

ticity, plasticity, and solid–liquid ordering3. Despite its simplicity it has

found wide use in the scientific community and has been used to study

e.g. grain-boundary melting [20, 21] and energy [22], fractal growth [23],

surface ordering [24–27], epitaxial growth [16, 17, 28, 29], the yield stress

of polycrystals [30–32] and glass transitions [33, 34].

The solutions for the PFC solid phase are much smoother than their

CDFT counterparts but they do not lift the fundamental constraint for

the minimum spatial resolution of the numerical domain: the solution is

still oscillating at atomistic length scale and requires of the order of 10d

points per lattice cell for a d-dimensional system. Numerical tools such as

an adaptive mesh can increase the efficiency of the numerical method if

there is a lot of liquid in the system but for the solid phase such attempts

are useless.

The amplitude expansion of the PFC model was introduced in order to

overcome the fundamental limitation set by the oscillation of the solid

phase solution [35–37]. The main idea behind the amplitude expansion is

to describe the system in terms of the envelope function of the oscillating

field. When the amplitude of the oscillation goes to zero, the microscopic

system it describes turns into a liquid. The amplitudes of the oscillations

vary on a length scale larger than the interatomic spacing allowing for

example the effective use of adaptive mesh techniques [38].

The amplitude expansion approach was generalized to include a vary-

ing average density of the system by Yeon et al. [39]. This allows a better

description of systems with different liquid and solid densities. The am-

plitude expansion has been used to study e.g. heteroepitaxial systems

[40–43]. For a review of the phase field crystal models see Ref. [44].

3The PFC model is also able to describe most of the topological defects described
by the CDFT.
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1.5 Dynamics

Following the ideas of Hohenberg and Halperin [6] it is easy to set up

phenomenological dynamics for any of the methods described this far. In

this top–down approach it is assumed that the dynamics follow a steepest

descent trajectory in terms of energy dissipation4. This is often how dy-

namics is stated for a system described by these methods. However, more

systematic approaches exist.

The dynamical density functional theory (DDFT) was first derived by

Marconi and Tarazona starting from microscopic Langevin dynamics [45].

This procedure leads to density preserving first order diffusional dynam-

ics that dissipate energy maximally. The same time evolution equation

was derived by Archer and Evans using the Smoluchowski equation [46].

The latter derivation has the advantage of including many-body interac-

tions in the description of the system.

All the dynamics described this far are first order in time: the dynamics

are diffusive and have no memory effects. One of the main advantages

of the PFC and CDFT descriptions is that they are able to describe elas-

tic excitations of the system. Local variation of the interparticle spacing

leads to an increased energy of the system. This is a desired property for

models and theories that describe the crystalline state of the matter but

it produces a fundamental problem with dynamics: it is known that elas-

tic excitations relax through phonon emission i.e. by creating collective

mechanical vibrations of the system. However, it is impossible to describe

any vibrations with first order, diffusive dynamics.

In the framework of CDFT the role of inertia was first studied by Mar-

coni et al. [47]. In this approach the inertial effects are treated as a per-

turbation with a small mobility. Archer considered coupling of the CDFT

number density field to a microscopic velocity field for colloidal systems

[48]. Both of these approaches are for colloidal systems with Langevin

type dynamics and are not suitable for metallic systems where vibrations

are expected to be even more important as the elastic excitations decay in

general fast.

Attempts to solve the problem of persistent elastic excitations were made

within the PFC framework even earlier. Stefanovic et al. introduced the

modified PFC model with an added a second order time derivative to give

4Or equivalently, the dynamics are driven by the chemical potential of the sys-
tem.
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rise to memory effects [30]. Majaniemi et al. pointed out that this ap-

proach does not reproduce the correct long wavelength phonon modes and

proposed both CDFT and PFC models with an explicit coupling to a hy-

drodynamic displacement field [49, 50].

A more systematic approach followed as Baskaran et al. derived dynam-

ics for CDFT and PFC systems using the kinetic theory and the Chapman–

Enskog expansion of the collision term of the Boltzmann equation [51]. In

this approach the dissipation is Navier-Stokes type and the underlying

time evolution is not limited to Langevin type dynamics. However, deriv-

ing hydrodynamical interactions such as Navier-Stokes type dissipation

has an underlying assumption of the smoothness of the fields describing

the system. The Navier-Stokes equation is strictly speaking not a micro-

scopic equation of motion. The PFC mass density field oscillates at an

atomistic length scale creating large gradients which result in spurious

unphysical flows.

The problem of the roughness of the PFC and CDFT densities and the

associated velocity fields has been known for a while and some attempts

have been made recently to overcome these problems. Tóth et al. defined

a mesoscopic mass density field by smoothing out the PFC density field

with specific Fourier filters [52] while Praetorius et al. took a different

approach by considering colloidal systems where hydrodynamics is solved

only in the solvent surrounding the colloidal particles [53]. In Publication

III we introduce an approach that avoids the possible ambiguity of coarse

graining the fields and that is not limited to colloidal systems by using

the amplitude expansion framework of the PFC model.

The amplitude expansion framework describes the system with natu-

rally smooth fields to which it is relatively easy to couple a smooth hydro-

dynamic velocity. Another advantage of the amplitude expansion frame-

work is that elastic excitations can be isolated and quantified. In Publica-

tion II we used this property to derive dynamics for the system, where the

elastic excitations are relaxed at all times. The main work of this disser-

tation is the development of the theories in Publications II and III, which

we think contribute to the betterment of the dynamical description of –

especially metallic – materials.

7
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1.6 Contents of this dissertation

In Chapter 2 we lay down the theoretical framework for describing mate-

rials in terms of a probabilistic density field. We briefly discuss particular

free energies used in this dissertation, especially the second order CDFT

free energy, the one-mode PFC energy, and the amplitude expansion of the

one-mode PFC energy for a two-dimensional system. We also discuss the

mechanical equilibrium condition within the amplitude expansion frame-

work and summarize the results of Publication I, where we calculated the

free surface energy of a solid–liquid boundary in a Yukawa system.

In Chapter 3 we briefly describe the dynamical CDFT and introduce

overdamped dynamics for the PFC system and its amplitude expansion.

After this we discuss dynamics with a mechanical equilibrium constraint

and continue with a full hydrodynamic description of the amplitude ex-

pansion of the PFC model. We discuss the implications in the small dis-

placement limit analysing the phonon modes predicted by fast amplitude

dynamics. Here it is also explicitly explained how the modified PFC model

fails in describing phonons. This part summarizes the results of Publica-

tions II-IV.

Chapter 4 is dedicated to discussing numerical methods. In particu-

lar we introduce the convex splitting method for time stepping that was

formulated and implemented for the overdamped amplitude expansions

dynamics in Publication V. Finally we summarize and conclude in Chap-

ter 5 with some remarks about possible future direction for the research

presented in this dissertation.

8



2. Static description

In this chapter we introduce the theoretical framework of simple materi-

als in a thermal bath in terms of a number density field. We will discuss

the classical density functional theory (CDFT), phase field crystal (PFC)

models and amplitude expansion of the PFC models. We will generally

assume that the system is in a liquid or a solid phase.

The main idea behind the probabilistic description of a system in a heat

bath is that the environment interacts with the system via stochastic ex-

change of energy and particles. If the system is studied at a time scale

much larger than that of the thermal vibrations of individual particles,

the positions of the particles can be interpreted as random variables in

space. A schematic of the smearing effect of the thermal vibrations is

shown in Fig. 2.1.

In a closed system where the dynamics of the particles is governed by

Hamiltonian dynamics the individual states of the particles are deter-

ministic. However, often we are interested only in a small subsystem of a

significantly larger system and the analysis of this subsystem can be sim-

plified by modelling the environment as a random bath. In this framework

the states of the individual particles of the subsystem become random due

to stochastic interaction with the environment. Assuming that the sub-

system is in thermal equilibrium with the rest of the system gives the

statistics of these random events. A schematic of a small subsystem cou-

pled to its environment is shown in Fig. 2.2. The temperature T of the

system is kept constant throughout this work.

Formally the probability distribution of a certain configuration of N par-

ticles of the subsystem is given by the grand canonical probability density

function

p(r1, r2, ..., rN ,p1,p2, ...,pN ;N) ∝ e−β[H(r1,r2,...,rN ,p1,p2,...,pN )−μN ]. (2.1)

Here ri are the positions and pi are the momenta of the particles. H is

9



Static description

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1. A schematic of the effect of thermal averaging. Panel (a) shows hard disks
in a lattice with deterministic positions while (b) shows the effect of thermal
vibrations. The hue in (b) tells how much time on average a particle spends
in any spatial position.

ΔE,ΔN

Figure 2.2. A schematic of a grand canonical system coupled to its environment. The
dark grey particle enters the subsystem increasing the total number of par-
ticles as well as the kinetic energy of the subsystem.

10



Static description

the Hamiltonian of the subsystem, μ is the chemical potential, and β =

(k BT )
−1 is the inverse temperature. The system can be described in a

simpler manner by tracing out all the degrees of freedom except the one

associated with the label 1, i.e. the probability for particle 1 to be at

position r1. It is often more useful to study the probability density ρ(1)(r)

of any particle at r. This is given by

ρ(1)(r) =
∞∑

N=1

N

∫ N∏
i=2

(dridpi) p(r1, r2, ..., rN ,p1,p2, ...,pN ;N). (2.2)

Here we assume that the particles are identical and choose r1 = r. The

number of particles N is one of the degrees of freedom that is traced out

here.

Note that
∫
drρ(1)(r) =

∑
N NpN = 〈N〉 i.e. ρ(1) is strictly speaking not

a probability density function but rather a number density function. Here

〈N〉 denotes the expectation value of N and pN is the probability to have

N particles in the system.

Throughout this dissertation we consider monatomic systems for which

ρ(1)(r) can be interpreted as a mass density function of the system where

the mass of the individual particles is normalized to unity.

2.1 Classical density functional theory

In this section we will introduce the main principles of the classical den-

sity functional theory (CDFT), especially in the framework of freezing.

The subject is treated here on an introductory level and many of the de-

tails are omitted. The reader is referred to [54] for a comprehensive study

of the subject.

In the introduction of this chapter we chose to describe the system using

the single particle grand canonical density function. In a homogeneous

liquid state the density is constant. In a liquid system thermal fluctu-

ations move the individual particles around and there is no particular

reason for the particles to be spatially localized. However, if we introduce

some sort of confinement e.g. place the system in a box with rigid walls

or introduce a single potential well, the situation changes and ρ(1)(r) will

in general vary in space. This confinement is expressed in terms of a

spatially dependent external field φext(r). In addition we assume that

the microscopic dynamics of N particles is governed by a Hamiltonian

H = K(pN ) + V(rN ) +
∑N

j=1 φext(ri), where K is the kinetic energy, and V
is the interatomic potential.

11
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The natural potential for the aforementioned varying density field is the

grand potential Ω[T, ψint(r)], which can be shown to be a unique functional

of an intrinsic chemical potential

ψint(r) = μ− φext(r). (2.3)

Here the temperature T is constant and any confinement to a volume is

represented through the external potential. This leaves only the intrinsic

chemical potential as a variable for Ω.

We could continue the analysis using the grand canonical potential and

describe the system in terms of the intrinsic chemical potential ψint(r) but

it is more practical to study the system through an energy functional that

is a functional of the single particle density ρ(1)(r). It turns out such a

functional exists and is called the intrinsic free energy F defined as

F = F −
∫

ρ(1)(r)φext(r)dr, (2.4)

where F is the conventional free energy. The intrinsic free energy can

be thought of as a free energy where the effect of the external field is

eliminated. We will show that F is functional of ρ(1)(r) by studying the

differential structure of the free energy

δF = −SδT +

∫
ρ(1)(r)δφext(r)dr+ μδN. (2.5)

Note that the variation in the volume δV is replaced by δφext(r) in the

differential structure since any confinement to a finite volume can be ex-

pressed in terms of a potential φext that is infinite outside the volume.

Equation (2.5) implies that the single particle density ρ(1)(r) can be ex-

pressed in terms of a functional derivative

δF

δφext
= ρ(1)(r), (2.6)

which together with the definition Eq. (2.4) implies that F can be obtained

as a Legendre transformation of F with respect to φext(r). Now

δF = −SδT−
∫

φext(r)δρ
(1)(r)dr+μδN = −SδT+

∫
ψint(r)δρ

(1)(r)dr, (2.7)

since δN =
∫
δρ(1)dr. This analysis shows that F is a unique functional of

ρ(1) and
δF [ρ(1)(r)]

δρ(1)(r)
= ψint(r). (2.8)

F can also be obtained from Ω through a Legendre transformation as

F [ρ(1)(r)] = Ω[ψint(r)]−
∫

δΩ[ψint(r)]

δψint(r)
ψint(r)dr

= Ω[ψint(r)] +

∫
ψint(r)ρ

(1)(r)dr,

(2.9)

12
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by using the thermodynamic property

δΩ[ψint(r)]

δψint(r)
= −ρ(1)(r). (2.10)

This Legendre transformation corresponds to a change of the natural vari-

able of the grand canonical potential ψint(r) to the natural variable of the

intrinsic free energy ρ(1)(r).

The intrinsic free energy F can be split into two parts as

F = Fid + Fex, (2.11)

where Fid is the non-interacting part of the free energy and Fex is the

excess free energy that describes the free energy contribution of the inter-

atomic potential V. The non-interacting part is the intrinsic free energy

of an ideal gas

Fid = kBT

∫
ρ(1)(r)

[
ln (Λ3

Tρ
(1)(r))− 1

]
dr, (2.12)

where

ΛT =

(
2πβ�2

m

)1/2

(2.13)

is the de Broglie thermal wavelength.

For realistic systems calculating Fex exactly is often an overwhelming

task. Instead, Fex is treated in an approximative way. Finding such an

approximation for a given system can be difficult and constitutes to a large

part of the CDFT research. Here we will present one method of approxi-

mating Fex, namely expansion in direct correlation functions.

The excess part of the intrinsic free energy is the generating functional

of direct correlation functions c(n). Mathematically this is expressed as

c(n)(rn; ρ(1)(r)) = −β
δnFex[ρ

(1)(r)]

δρ(1)(r1)δρ(1)(r2)...δρ(1)(rn)
. (2.14)

What we want to do is to describe Fex as a functional Taylor expansion

using direct correlation functions. We will generate the energy functional

around a constant density ρ0 that corresponds to a constant intrinsic

chemical potential ψint. We can choose ψint = 0 for the reference state

since if the overall number of particles is not changed, constant chemical

potential will just contribute to a constant term in the energies.

An expansion of the free energy F in Δρ(1)(r) = ρ(1)(r)− ρ0 can be made

exact at any order by using Eq. (2.14). Let us define

ρ(1)(r;λ) = ρ0 + λΔρ(1)(r), (2.15)

13
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where λ ∈ [0, 1]. Now

d

dλ
Fex[ρ

(1)(r;λ)] =

∫
∂ρ(1)(r;λ)

∂λ

δFex[ρ
(1)(r;λ)]

δρ(1)(r;λ)
dr

=

∫
Δρ(1)(r)

δFex[ρ
(1)(r;λ)]

δρ(1)(r;λ)
dr.

(2.16)

The last part can be recognized as −kBTΔρ(1)(r)c(1)(r; ρ(1)(r, λ)). Taking∫ 1
0 dλ on both sides gives

Fex[ρ
(1)(r)]−Fex[ρ0] = ΔFex[ρ

(1)(r)]

= −kBT

∫ 1

0
dλ

∫
Δρ(1)(r)c(1)(r; ρ(1)(r, λ))dr.

(2.17)

Similarly,

d

dλ′

∫
Δρ(1)(r)c(1)(r; ρ(1)(r, λ′))dr

=

∫ ∫
Δρ(1)(r)

δc(1)(r; ρ(1)(r, λ′))
δρ(1)(r′;λ′)

Δρ(1)(r′)drdr′

= −β

∫ ∫
Δρ(1)(r)

δ2Fex[ρ
(1)(r;λ′)]

δρ(1)(r;λ′)δρ(1)(r′;λ′)
Δρ(1)(r′)drdr′

=

∫ ∫
Δρ(1)(r)c(2)(r, r′; ρ(1)(r, λ′))Δρ(1)(r′)drdr′.

(2.18)

Integrating λ′ from 0 to λ gives∫
Δρ(1)(r)c(1)(r; ρ(1)(r, λ))dr =

∫
Δρ(1)(r)c(1)(r; ρ0)dr

+

∫ λ

0
dλ′
∫ ∫

Δρ(1)(r)c(2)(r, r′; ρ(1)(r, λ′))Δρ(1)(r′)drdr′.
(2.19)

Substituting this into Eq. (2.17) results in

βΔFex[ρ
(1)(r)] = −

∫
Δρ(1)(r)c(1)(r; ρ0)dr

−
∫ 1

0
dλ

∫ λ

0
dλ′
∫ ∫

Δρ(1)(r)c(2)(r, r′; ρ(1)(r, λ′))Δρ(1)(r′)drdr′.
(2.20)

Now we will calculate c(1) at ρ0. Eq. (2.8) gives

0 = βψint = β
δF [ρ(1)(r)]

δρ(1)(r)

= β
δFid[ρ

(1)(r)]

δρ(1)(r)
+ β

δFex[ρ
(1)(r)]

δρ(1)(r)

= β
δFid[ρ

(1)(r)]

δρ(1)(r)
− c(1)(r),

(2.21)

with the help of Eq. (2.14). We can solve for c(1) using Eq. (2.12) as

c(1)(r; ρ0) = β
δFid[ρ

(1)(r)]

δρ(1)(r)

∣∣∣∣∣
ρ(1)(r)=ρ0

= ln (Λ3
Tρ0). (2.22)
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Making the approximation c(2)(r, r′; ρ(1)(r, λ)) ≈ c(2)(r, r′; ρ0) we can write

the approximate free energy difference up to second correlations as

βΔF [ρ(1)(r)] = βF [ρ(1)(r)]− βF [ρ0]

≈ βFid[ρ
(1)(r)]− βFid[ρ0]

−
∫

c(1)(r; ρ0)Δρ(1)(r)dr

− 1

2

∫ ∫
Δρ(1)(r)c(2)(r, r′; ρ0)Δρ(1)(r′)dr′dr

=

∫
ρ(1)(r)(ln (Λ3

tρ
(1)(r))− 1)dr−

∫
ρ0(ln (Λ

3
tρ0)− 1)dr

−
∫

Δρ(1)(r) ln (Λ3
Tρ0)dr

− 1

2

∫ ∫
Δρ(1)(r)c(2)(r, r′; ρ0)Δρ(1)(r′)dr′dr,

(2.23)

giving

βΔF [ρ(1)(r)] =

∫
ρ(1)(r) ln (ρ(1)(r)/ρ0)−Δρ(1)(r)dr

− 1

2

∫ ∫
Δρ(1)(r)c(2)(r, r′; ρ0)Δρ(1)(r′)dr′dr.

(2.24)

The assumption that the density ρ(1)(r) is constant is equivalent to the

assumption that the reference state is liquid. In the liquid phase the

particles can move around freely making the single particle density a

constant quantity. The idea is that by expanding the intrinsic free en-

ergy in the liquid state it is still possible to have a solid ground state for

ΔF of Eq. (2.24) by changing the overall number of particles
∫
ρ(1)(r)dr.

Now, determining the free energy difference ΔF reduces to determining

c(2)(r, r′; ρ0).

Before venturing into the world of correlation functions, we would like

to make a couple of remarks. Analysing the system in an external poten-

tial φext allows the chemical potential μ to be replaced with an intrinsic

chemical potential ψint that naturally varies in space implying also that

ρ(1) will vary in space. This is not only a fancy trick for studying spatially

varying density fields but it is proven1 that for each ρ(1) there exists an

unique φext such that ρ(1) minimizes F . Therefore, any non-equilibrium

density ρ(1) can be made an equilibrium density by choosing certain ex-

ternal field φext. This is an important result for extending the equilibrium

framework presented here to non-equilibrium situations and will be re-

visited in Chapter 3.

1See Ref. [55].
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2.1.1 Correlation functions

We will discuss different ways of obtaining the aforementioned direct

correlation function c(2)(r, r′; ρ0). We should start by introducing the 2-

particle density function ρ(2)(r, r′). This can be obtained in a manner sim-

ilar to ρ(1)(r) by integrating out all the degrees of freedom of the proba-

bility p(rN ,pN ;N) of Eq. (2.1) except for two coordinates. Again, we want

the likelihood for any two particles to be at positions r and r′. There are

N(N − 1) ways of choosing these two particles in the integral in Eq. (2.1)

implying that ρ(2)(r, r′) is normalized as∫
ρ(2)(r, r′)dr′dr = N(N − 1). (2.25)

Now we define a pair correlation function

h(2)(r, r′) =
ρ(2)(r, r′)

ρ(1)(r)ρ(1)(r′)
− 1. (2.26)

In the case of liquid reference state ρ(1)(r) = ρ0 and

h(2)(r, r′) = ρ−20 ρ(2)(r, r′)− 1. (2.27)

This is a measure of correlation of particle densities at points r and r′.

In a liquid phase the single particle density function is constant but the

pair correlation function is not. Let us assume that there is a particle at

r. For particles with a repulsive core (e.g. hard spheres) it is very unlikely

that there is a particle right next to this particle and h2(r, r + εa), where

ε is really small, will be negative. Another property of liquids is that

they are often isotropic and h(2)(r, r′) = h(2)(|r − r′|) i.e. a function of the

distance between r and r′.

The connection between the pair correlation function h(2) and the direct

correlation function c(2) is known as the Ornstein-Zernike relation:

h(2)(r, r′) = c(2)(r, r′) +
∫

c(2)(r, r′′)ρ(1)(r′′)h(2)(r′′, r′)dr′′. (2.28)

Sometimes the pair correlation function is called the total correlation func-

tion. This is illustrated by the Ornstein-Zernike relation. The density el-

ement at r is directly correlated to the density element at r′. In addition

there is a direct correlation between the density element at r and density

elements at all r′′. The density elements at r′′ have a total correlation with

the density element at r′. A graphical depiction of the Ornstein-Zernike

relation is shown in Fig. 2.3.

For isotropic liquids the Ornstein-Zernike relation simplifies to

h(r) = c(r) + ρ0

∫
c(|r− r′|)h(r′)dr′. (2.29)
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1
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Figure 2.3. A schematic explaining the Ornstein-Zernike relation. The blue arrows rep-
resent the pair correlations while the red arrows represent direct correla-
tions. The pair correlation between 1 and 2 is equal to the direct correlation
between 1 and 2 plus the direct correlation between 1 and all the other den-
sity elements 3 times the pair correlation between all the density elements 3
and 2 weighted with the 1-particle density at 3.

The latter part of Eq. (2.29) can be recognized as a convolution implying

that the relation can be written using Fourier transforms as

ĥ(k) = ĉ(k) + ρ0ĉ(k)ĥ(k), (2.30)

from which we can solve

ĉ(k) =
ĥ(k)

1 + ρ0ĥ(k)
. (2.31)

The pair correlation function h(r) can be obtained experimentally or nu-

merically from Molecular Dynamics or Monte Carlo simulations. An im-

portant quantity in spectroscopy, the structure factor S(k), can be related

to the pair correlation function as

S(k) = 1 + ρ0ĥ(k). (2.32)

This provides a way of determining h e.g. via x-ray spectroscopy. Alter-

natively, the direct correlation function can be obtained directly by using

the Ornstein-Zernike relation with the help of a closure relation.

The main idea behind the closure relations is that the position of the par-

ticle with the label N+1 is fixed and the external field φext is thought of as
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the interparticle potential V (r)2 between particle with the label N+1 and

all the other particles. In addition we assume that the reference state is

an isotropic liquid at a constant density ρ0 and a chemical potential μ = 0.

We can solve the aforementioned system by minimizing the approximate

grand potential

Ω[ρ(1)(r)] = F [ρ(1)(r)]−
∫

ψint(r)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=−φext(r)

ρ(1)(r)dr, (2.33)

where F is given by Eq. (2.24). Minimizing with respect to ρ(1) gives

ρ(1)(r) = ρ0 exp

(
−βφext(r) +

∫
c(|r− r′|)Δρ(1)(r′)dr′

)
. (2.34)

We will employ two identities. First, the external potential φext is replaced

with the interparticle potential V as discussed earlier. Second, the 1-

particle density difference Δρ(1) is identified as the change of the density

due to switching on the interaction between particle N + 1 and the rest of

the particles. The above consideration can be shown to give

Δρ(1)(r) = ρ0h(r). (2.35)

Replacing ρ(1) and φext in Eq. (2.34) accordingly gives

h(r) + 1 = exp

(
−βV (r) + ρ0

∫
c(|r− r′|)h(r′)dr′

)
, (2.36)

which, by using Ornstein-Zernike relation, yields

h(r) + 1 = e−βV (r)+h(r)−c(r) = e−βV (r)eh(r)−c(r). (2.37)

Equation (2.37) is known as the hypernetted-chain approximation. An-

other well-known closure relation can be obtained by expanding the above

relation in h(r)− c(r) as

h(r) + 1 ≈ e−βV (r) (1 + h(r)− c(r)) , (2.38)

giving the Percus-Yevick approximation. Both of these closure relations

can be used to solve for c(r). Substituting this solution in the Ornstein-

Zernike relation gives an integral equation for h(r), which can be solved

numerically.

Generalizations to these closure relations can be written as

h(r) + 1 = exp (−βV (r) + γ(r) + b(r)), (2.39)

2Earlier we introduced the interparticle potential of all the particles V(rN ) that
can be written as the sum of the interparticle potentials V (ri, rj) over all the
particle pairs i, j.
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where γ(r) is the indirect correlation function h(r)−c(r) and b(r) is known

as the bridge function. In Publication I we used extended Rogers-Young

closure relation [56], where the bridge function is defined as

b(r) = −γ(r) + ln
[
1 + ϕ(r) + bERYϕ(r)

2
]
. (2.40)

Here ϕ(r) = [exp (γ(r)f(r)) − 1]/f(r) and f(r) = 1 − exp (−aERYr). The

parameters aERY and bERY can be obtained by requiring thermodynamic

consistency3.

The extended Rogers-Young closure relation can be connected to the

hypernetted-chain and the Percus-Yevick closure relations. Assuming

that bERY = 0 gives

h(r) + 1 = e−βV (r) [1 + ϕ(r)] = e−βV (r)

[
1 +

exp (γ(r)f(r))− 1

f(r)
.

]
(2.41)

When r → 0, f(r) → 0. This gives

h(r) + 1 ≈ e−βV (r) [1 + γ(r), ] (2.42)

at small r limit reproducing the Percus-Yevick closure relation. On the

other hand, at the limit r → ∞, f(r) → 1 implying that at large r limit

h(r) + 1 ≈ e−βV (r)eγ(r), (2.43)

reducing to the hypernetted-chain closure relation.

In Publication I we used the extended Rogers-Young closure relation for

a Yukawa system where V (r) ∝ exp (−κr)/r. A comparison with Monte

Carlo simulations is shown in Fig. 2.4 demonstrating excellent agreement

for the pair correlation function predicted by the simulations and the clo-

sure relation.

We have presented the main ideas behind the classical density func-

tional theory. Most importantly, we have introduced Eq. (2.24), the sec-

ond order expansion of the intrinsic free energy F in direct correlation

functions. If the direct correlation function c(r; ρ0) at the reference liquid

state ρ0 is given, we can study the response of the system to a change of

the total number of particles N =
∫
ρ(1)(r)dr. Even if the system under-

goes a phase transition to a solid state with the change of N , the liquid

state correlation function remains a good approximation of the solid state

correlation function in terms of the solid structure it predicts. From here

3Quite a few thermodynamic relations can be expressed in terms of the direct
correlation function c. Requiring that the values predicted by the numerically
obtained c correspond to the values obtained using direct thermodynamic defini-
tions gives values for the parameters aERY and bERY.
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Figure 2.4. Comparison between the pair correlation functions given by the extended
Rogers-Young (ERY) closure relation and Monte Carlo (MC) simulations for a
Yukawa system. The units of the radius r are in nearest neighbour distances.

on we will not be making a difference between the intrinsic free energy

F and the free energy F . We will assume that no external potential is

present and F = F .

2.2 Phase field crystal model

The Landau-Ginzburg free energy

F (φ) =
1

4
φ4 +

ΔB

2
φ2, (2.44)

written in terms of a continuous order parameter φ is a simple but accu-

rate model for a second order phase transition. Minimizing F gives two

possible solutions φm:

φm =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
0, if ΔB > 0;

±√−ΔB, if ΔB < 0.
(2.45)

If ΔB < 0, the local extremum φ = 0 becomes a local maximum. The

minimum φm goes continuously to zero as ΔB goes to zero giving a con-

tinuous second order phase transition from a state with two minima to a

state with one minimum.

This model can be extended to first order phase transitions by adding a

symmetry breaking term −τ/3φ3, where we assume τ > 0. Now

F (φ) =
1

4
φ4 − τ

3
φ3 +

ΔB

2
φ2. (2.46)
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φ
(r
)

Figure 2.5. One dimensional equilibrium profile of the order parameter field φ(r) that
minimizes the free energy of Eq. (2.50).

Solving for extrema gives

φ0 = 0, (2.47)

φ± =
1

2
(τ ±

√
τ2 − 4ΔB). (2.48)

If τ2− 4ΔB < 0 the solutions collapse into a global minimum state φ0 = 0.

With the symmetry breaking term it turns out that this is not the only

case where φ0 becomes the global minimum. If 0 < ΔB < τ2/4 both of

the local extrema φ± > 0 and since F given by Eq. (2.46) diverges to ∞ at

±∞, we know that φ0 and φ+ will be local minima and φ− will be a local

maximum.

We can study this by looking at the energy difference ΔF = F (φ+) −
F (φ0) = F (φ+). The sign of the energy difference will determine whether

the global minimum is φ+ or φ0. Inserting φ+ in Eq. (2.46) gives

φm =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
φ0, if ΔB > −2τ2/9;

φ+, if ΔB < −2τ2/9.
(2.49)

There is a phase transition at ΔB = 2τ2/9. On this curve φ+ = 2τ/3 > 0.

If this curve is crossed, φm will go discontinuously to φ0 = 0 implying that

the phase transition is a discontinuous, first order phase transition.

We extend the aforementioned free energy to a free energy functional,

where F is a functional of spatially dependent order parameter field φ(r).

In order to include correlations between the order parameter field at dif-

ferent points in space we need to include a non-local term that couples

φ(r) to φ(r′). A usual choice is a surface energy term Bx|∇φ|2/2. With this

term the energy functional will be

F [φ(r)] =

∫ [
1

4
φ(r)4 − τ

3
φ(r)3 +

ΔB

2
φ(r)2 +

Bx

2
|∇φ(r)|2

]
dr. (2.50)

The term Bx|∇φ|2/2 penalizes any spatial variations in φ(r) and the pro-

file of the field is likely to be flat. An approximate equilibrium profile

between phases is given by a hyperbolic tangent shown in Fig. 2.5.
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Assuming that the spatial domain has vanishing boundaries we can in-

tegrate the non-local term in parts resulting in

F [φ(r)] =

∫ [
1

4
φ(r)4 − τ

3
φ(r)3 − ΔB

2
φ(r)2 − Bx

2
φ(r)∇2φ(r)

]
dr. (2.51)

Let us analyse the non-local part in Fourier space. Let φ̂(k) be the Fourier

transform of φ(r) s.t.

φ(r) =
1

(2π)d

∫
eik·rφ̂(k)dk, (2.52)

where d is the dimension of the system. Now, using the Plancherel theo-

rem4, the non-local energy contribution is

1

(2π)d

∫
Bx

2
φ̂(k)P̂(−k2)φ̂(k)dk, (2.53)

where P̂(−k2) = k2. This emphasizes how any oscillations with non-zero

k-vector will give a positive energy contribution. Now we will discuss

modifying P̂(−k2) to give rise to solutions that are not flat.

P̂(−k2) needs to be in general a function of k to preserve the isotropic

property of the free energy. In practice we will regard even powers of k

in order to have a proper description in real space. Adding any positive

higher powers of k2 will equally penalise all oscillating modes. The first

strictly non-negative5 form that is minimized by non-zero k is P̂(−k2) =

(k20 − k2)2, which has the real space representation

P(∇2) =
(
k20 +∇2

)2
. (2.54)

This is the simplest PFC operator and gives rise to oscillating solutions

with k = k0. From here on we will fix the length unit by setting k0 = 1.

The free energy becomes

F [ψ(r)] =

∫ [
ν

4
ψ(r)4 − τ

3
ψ(r)3 +

ΔB

2
ψ(r)2 +

Bx

2
ψ(r)

(
1 +∇2

)2
ψ(r)

]
dr.

(2.55)

This is the PFC free energy. The minimal representation can be obtained

with the scaling

ψ →
√

Bx

ν
ψ̃ +

τ

3ν
, (2.56)

4Plancherel theorem connects the L2 inner product 〈f, g〉 =
∫
f(r)g(r)dr of any

functions f and g with the inner product of the Fourier transformed functions
f̂(k) and ĝ(k) as

∫
f(r)g(r)dr = 1/(2π)d

∫
f̂(k)ĝ(k)dk, where d is the dimension of

the system.
5The energy F needs to be bounded from below in order to represent a real,
physical system.
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giving

F̃ [ψ̃(r)] =

∫ [
1

4
ψ̃(r)4 +

ΔB̃

2
ψ̃(r)2 +

1

2
ψ̃(r)

(
1 +∇2

)2
ψ̃(r)

]
dr, (2.57)

where ΔB̃ = ΔB/Bx − τ2/(3Bx) and F̃ = νF/(Bx)2 + C. Here C is some

constant. We interpret ψ̃ as a number density field implying that the inte-

gral over linear terms gives a constant contribution (for free energies, the

number of particles is fixed). We added the parameter ν in Eq. (2.55) but

the minimal representation shows that it does not have a major physical

significance since it just corresponds to rescaling of ψ(r).

The rescaling shows that the PFC model is a two parameter model,

where the first parameter is ΔB̃ and the second parameter is the aver-

age value ψ̄ =
∫
ψ̃(r)dr. In addition to the homogeneous liquid state, the

PFC energy in Eq. (2.55) exhibits stable stripe and hexagonal phases in

2D [16] and BCC, FCC, HCP, rods, and stripes phases in 3D [57].

2.2.1 Phase field crystal model from first principles

The PFC model can be justified as an approximation of the CDFT. The

most straightforward way of making this connection is to expand the di-

rect correlation of the CDFT in k-space and to perform a Taylor expansion

of the logarithmic part of the free energy in the density ρ(1).

Let us start by expanding the local part of the free energy given by

Eq. (2.24) up to the fourth order in ρ(1)as

βFl =

∫ [
ρ(1)(r) ln

(
ρ(1)(r)

ρ0

)
−Δρ(1)(r)dr

]

= ρ0

∫ [
(n(r) + 1) ln (n(r) + 1)− n(r)

]
dr

≈ ρ0

∫ [
n(r)

2
− n(r)3

6
+

n(r)4

12

]
dr,

(2.58)

where n(r) = Δρ(1)(r)/ρ0.

Next we look at the non-local part of the free energy.

βFnl = −1

2

∫ ∫
Δρ(1)(r)c(|r− r′|)Δρ(1)(r′)drdr′

= − ρ0
2(2π)d

∫
n̂(k)Ĉ(k)n̂(k)dk,

(2.59)

with C(r) = ρ0c(r). Here we use the Fourier property of the convolution6.

We can expand the Fourier transform of the direct correlation function in

6(̂f ∗ g)(k) = f̂(k)ĝ(k), where (f ∗ g)(r) = ∫ f(r′)g(r− r′)dr′.
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k-space as

Ĉ(k) ≈ Ĉ(0) +
1

2

∂2Ĉ(k)

∂k2

∣∣∣∣∣
k=0

k2 +
1

24

∂4Ĉ(k)

∂k4

∣∣∣∣∣
k=0

k4

=: Ĉ(0)− 2C2k
2 + C4k

4

= Ĉ(0)− C2
2

C4
+ C4

(
k2 − C2

C4

)2

,

(2.60)

where C2 and C4 are defined by the corresponding derivatives of C(k).

Alternatively we can follow Elder et al. [17] and expand around the first

peak k = km as

Ĉ(k) ≈ Ĉ(km)− ES

(
k2m − k2

k2m

)2

. (2.61)

If we expand Ĉ(k) in k2, we know that there is a local maximum at k = km

and the first term proportional to k2m − k2 vanishes. In Ref. [17] it is

suggested that the value ES is obtained by matching Ĉ(0).

Let us choose the units s.t. km = 1. Now the approximate energy F

becomes the PFC free energy with ν = 1/3, τ = 1/2. Bx and ΔB will

be determined by Eq. (2.60) or Eq. (2.61). It should be pointed out that

in Ref. [17] the authors expand the energies around the average density

instead of the reference density ρ0. In this case, the expression for the free

energy F remains the same and the free energy with variation about the

average density can be obtained with substitution n(r) = (ρ(1)(r) − ρ̄)/ρ̄,

where ρ̄ is the average density.

The expansion of the free energy in terms of the relative variation n(r)

of the single particle number density field is accurate if n(r) = (ρ(1)(r) −
ρ0)/ρ0 is small. Usually this is not the case with the solid state solutions

of the CDFT free energy. Instead, n(r) typically reaches values of 50 and

above. In order to overcome this problem, an alternative approach was

suggested in Ref. [19], where the authors expand the local part of the free

energy as

βFl ≈ ρ0

∫ [
n(r)

2
− τ

6
n(r)3 +

ν

12
n(r)4

]
dr, (2.62)

where the phenomenological parameters τ and ν are added in order to

better reproduce the CDFT properties. The authors propose that the PFC

relative number density variation is connected to the single particle num-

ber density through a Fourier filtering process

n(r) = ρ−10

∫
w(|r− r′|)(ρ(1)(r)− ρ0), (2.63)

where the Fourier filter is defined in k-space as

ŵ(k) =

√
1− ĉ(k)

1− ĉEOF(k)
(2.64)
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and

ρ0ĉEOF(k) = ĈEOF(k) = Ĉ(km)− ES

(
k2m − k2

k2m

)2

− EB

(
k2m − k2

k2m

)4

(2.65)

is the eight order approximation of the direct correlation function C(r).

Here ES is defined by matching to Ĉ ′′(km) i.e. the width of the first peak

at km and EB is given by Ĉ(0) = ĈEOF(0). The subscripts refer to surface

and bulk, respectively, in reference to the properties these parameters are

fitted against. The parameters τ and ν are obtained from fitting the local

free energies of the CDFT and PFC using analytical approximations for

the solid solutions. The eight order PFC free energy becomes7

β

ρ0
FEOF[n(r)] =

∫
1

2

(
1− Ĉ(km)

)
n(r)2 +

ES

2
n(r)

(
k2m +∇2

k2m

)2

n(r)

+
EB

2
n(r)

(
k2m +∇2

k2m

)4

n(r)− τ

6
n(r)3 +

ν

12
n(r)4dr.

(2.66)

In Publication I we apply the eight order phase field crystal model to

calculate the solid–liquid surface energy of the BCC phase of a Yukawa

system.

2.3 Free surface energy of the liquid–BCC solid interface for
Yukawa systems

Here we will summarize the results of Publication I. We used the eight

order PFC model and CDFT to obtain the liquid–BCC solid interface free

energy of a Yukawa system, where the spherical particles interact via the

Yukawa potential

V (r) = u0
e−κr

r
. (2.67)

These energies were compared with a novel method of calculating the free

energy of the solid–liquid interface from capillary wave fluctuations in a

Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation [58–60]. The phase diagram for the

Yukawa system is shown in Fig. 2.6.

Rescaling units as V → u0κV , r → r/κ we write Eq. (2.67) in a dimen-

sionless form

V (r) =
e−r

r
. (2.68)

After fixing the temperature of the system, the phase of the Yukawa sys-

tem is controlled by the nearest neighbour distance a = ρ
−1/3
bs , where ρbs is

7In Chapter 2 we use F to denote intrinsic free energy. In the work presented in
this dissertation we assume assume that there is no external field implying that
F = F .
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lo
g
(u

0
)

Figure 2.6. The Phase diagram for the Yukawa system as a function of the potential
strength u0 and the inverse screening length κ. The red circles show the
points that were studied in Publication I. Reproduced from Ref. [61].

Liquid Solid

Figure 2.7. A schematic of the 3D liquid–solid interface. There are two liquid–solid
boundaries in the numerical calculation due to periodic boundary conditions.

the density of the bulk solid phase at the melting temperature. We stud-

ied the system in temperatures where it undergoes a liquid–BCC solid

phase transition when the average density is changed. The interface free

energy was calculated for two values of a, a = 2.5 and a = 4.0.

We calculated the direct correlation function close to the densities de-

fined by a using the extended Rogers-Young closure relation. This corre-

lation function was used to obtain the eight order PFC parameters after

which the CDFT and PFC free energies given by Eqs. (2.24) and (2.66)

could be calculated.

The solid–liquid coexistence densities ρl and ρs were calculated using

the common tangent construction – a consistency relation for the chemical

potential. In this case the common tangent construction gives ∂F [ρl]/∂ρl =

∂F [ρs]/∂ρs = (F [ρs]− F [ρl])/(ρs − ρl).

Liquid and solid phases at the coexistence densities were equilibrated

in a long rectangular box shown in Fig. 2.7 for both the CDFT and PFC

systems. The solution for the CDFT calculation is shown in Fig. 2.8. The

surface free energy can be obtained by changing the size of the box in
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Figure 2.8. The CDFT density of the solid–liquid coexistence from a computer calcula-
tion. The density is averaged parallel to the solid–liquid surface and z is the
dimension perpendicular to the surface. The inset shows averaged density
with ρs = 1.00699ρl.

the dimension perpendicular to the surface: the bulk energy scales lin-

early with the resizing of the box while the surface energy stays constant.

The resulting energies for different facets of the BCC crystal are shown

in Tab. 2.1 while the coexistence densities and temperature are given in

Tab. 2.2.

The CDFT and PFC calculations show remarkable anisotropy between

the interface free energies of the different facets while the MD results sug-

gest that the Yukawa BCC–liquid interface free energies are isotropic. In

Publication I we suggested that this was due to the lack of large wave-

length thermal oscillations of the interface, better known as capillary

wave fluctuations, in the PFC and CDFT calculations.

2.4 Amplitude expansion

Despite being much smoother than the equilibrium CDFT densities ρ(1)(r),

the PFC density varies spatially at atomistic length scale requiring a sub-

atomic numerical mesh for numerical calculations. In addition, it turns

out that coupling the PFC field with macroscopic fields turns out to be

challenging. The amplitude expansion of the PFC framework was intro-

duced in order to remedy these shortcomings. In this section we intro-

duce the amplitude expansion of the 2D hexagonal crystal structure. The
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Table 2.1. The interface free energies γijk of the interface between the BCC facet (ijk)

and liquid for two nearest neighbour distances a from different methods,
namely CDFT, PFC, and molecular dynamics (MD). The surface energies are
given in units of γa2/kBTm.

a γ100 γ110 γ111

CDFT
2.568 0.150 0.104 0.167

3.892 0.142 0.098 0.157

PFC
2.568 0.348 0.239 0.384

3.892 0.355 0.245 0.392

MD
2.5 0.125(20) 0.125(20) 0.124(20)

4.0 0.120(14) 0.120(14) 0.119(15)

Table 2.2. The coexistence liquid and solid densities and the relative density difference
for two different nearest neighbour distances a. Units for the temperature are
in u0κ/kB while the densities are given in units of ρbs/κ3.

a Tm ρl ρs Δρ/ρs

CDFT
2.568 0.002062 0.06415 0.06442 0.004

3.892 0.000660 0.01923 0.01936 0.007

PFC
2.568 0.002062 0.05395 0.05433 0.007

3.892 0.000660 0.01590 0.01610 0.012

MD
2.5 0.00202(2) 0.063590(3) 0.063730(3) 0.00211

4.0 0.000586(8) 0.01551(2) 0.01559(2) 0.00533
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solid liquidW

a

Figure 2.9. The envelope function of the atomistic number density oscillation is shown
in green. Here a is the interparticle distance and W is the width of the solid–
liquid boundary. We assume that the envelope varies on a significantly larger
length scale than the interparticle distance a i.e. W � a.

derivation is not intended to reach a high level of mathematical rigour,

for a more systematic treatment, see Ref. [37]. The method we present

is easy to extend to other crystal symmetries and PFC free energies. For

binary alloys and 3D systems see e.g. Ref. [62].

We will take advantage of the fact that the PFC solid solutions are close

to the one-mode approximation

ψ(r) ≈ ψ̄ +
∑
j

[
Aje

iqj ·r + C.C.
]
, (2.69)

where Aj is the amplitude of the jth mode, qj are the reciprocal lattice

vectors, ψ̄ =: ρ̄ is the average density, and C.C. is the complex conjugate.

Here we consider the field ψ(r) = ρ0(n(r)+1). The main idea is to solve for

the envelope of the PFC density rather than for the PFC density itself. A

schematic of the envelope of a solid–liquid boundary is shown in Fig. 2.9.

We write the PFC density as

ψ(r) ≈ ρ(r) +
∑
j

[
ηj(r)e

iqj ·r + C.C.
]
, (2.70)

where we assume that the density ρ(r) and the amplitudes ηj(r) vary on

a significantly larger length scale than that of the interatomic distance a.

Here we will choose a representation for qj as

q1 =
(
−
√
3/2,−1/2

)
, q2 = (0, 1) , q3 =

(√
3/2,−1/2

)
, (2.71)

giving the symmetry of a two-dimensional hexagonal crystal lattice. We

could have included higher order modes but here we limit the description

of ψ up to the first star of the reciprocal lattice.
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In addition we assume that the amplitudes ηj(r) are complex. This

allows describing a slowly varying displacement field u(r). This can be

shown by considering a change of coordinates r → r − u(r) in Eq. (2.69)

giving

ψ(r− u(r)) ≈ ρ̄+
∑
j

[
Aje

iqj ·(r−u(r)) + C.C.
]

= ρ̄+
∑
j

[
Aje

−iqj ·u(r)eiqj ·r + C.C.
]
.

(2.72)

We see that the the complex amplitudes change as

Aj → Aj exp [−iqj · u(r)]. (2.73)

We will proceed by coarse graining the free energy F of Eq. (2.55). The

aim is to describe the energy in terms of the complex amplitudes ηj and

the slow density ρ. We use the fact that ηj and ρ vary slowly in space

making an approximation

ηj(r+ δr) ≈ ηj(r), ρ(r+ δr) ≈ ηj(r), (2.74)

when |δr| is of the length scale of the interparticle spacing a. This implies

the integral relations

−
∫
Up

ηj(r)f(r)dr ≈ ηj(rp)−
∫
Up

f(r)dr, (2.75)

−
∫
Up

ρ(r)f(r)dr ≈ ρ(rp)−
∫
Up

f(r)dr, (2.76)

with any function f . Here −
∫
Up

dr := V −1Up

∫
Up

dr is the integral average over

unit cell Up of the system and rp is the coordinate of that unit cell.

Another property that we use is that

−
∫
Up

exp

⎡
⎣i 3∑

j=1

(njqj) · r
⎤
⎦dr =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
1, if

∑3
j=1 njqj = 0;

0, otherwise,
(2.77)

where nj are arbitrary integers. This property follows from the definition

of the reciprocal lattice vectors and their connection to the unit cell.

With these approximations we can insert ψ given by Eq. (2.70) to the

energy F given by Eq. (2.55). Let us first consider the local terms of the

form ψ(r)n and set ρ(r) = 0.

Calculating for n = 1 gives

−
∫
Up

ψ(r)dr ≈ −
∫
Up

3∑
j=1

[
ηj(r)e

iqj ·r + C.C.
]
dr

≈
3∑

j=1

[
ηj(rp)−

∫
Up

eiqj ·rdr

]
+ C.C. = 0.

(2.78)
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ψ(r)2 gives

−
∫
Up

ψ(r)2dr ≈ −
∫
Up

⎧⎨
⎩

3∑
j=1

[
ηj(r)e

iqj ·r + η∗j (r)e
−iqj ·r]

⎫⎬
⎭

2

dr

= −
∫
Up

⎡
⎣ ∑
j∈[−3,3]\{0}

ηj(r)e
iqj ·r

⎤
⎦2 dr

≈
∑

k,j∈[−3,3]\{0}
ηj(rp)ηk(rp)−

∫
Up

ei(qj+qk)·rdr

=
∑

k,j∈[−3,3]\{0}
ηj(rp)ηk(rp)δj+k,0

=
∑

j∈[−3,3]\{0}
ηj(rp)η−j(rp)

= 2
3∑

j=1

|ηj(rp)|2.

(2.79)

Here we use η−j = η∗j and q−j = −qj . Note that qj + qk = 0 only if

qk = −qj .

The higher powers of ψ(r) can be calculated in a similar fashion. Now if

ρ(r) �= 0 we get

−
∫
Up

ψ(r)ndr = −
∫
Up

[
ρ(r) + ψo(ηj , η

∗
j , e

iqj ·r)
]n

dr

= −
∫
Up

n∑
k=0

(
n

k

)
ρn−kψn

o dr

≈
n∑

k=0

(
n

k

)
ρ(rp)

n−k−
∫
Up

ψn
o dr,

(2.80)

with ψo(ηj , η
∗
j , e

iqj ·r) = ψ(r) − ρ(r). This shows that we can easily use the

calculation of terms with ρ(r) = 0 to obtain the complete solution with

ρ(r) �= 0.

Let us study the non-local term ψ(r)(1+∇2)ψ(r), again, first with ρ(r) =

0:

∇
3∑

j=1

[ηj(r) exp (iqj · r) + C.C.] =
3∑

j=1

[∇(ηj(r) exp (iqj · r)) + C.C.]

=

3∑
j=1

[((∇+ iqj)ηj(r)) exp (iqj · r) + C.C.] .

(2.81)

This gives a new operator Qj := ∇ + iqj . The linearity of this operator

implies that when operating on terms ηj(r) exp (iqj · r), the derivatives

change as

∇n → Qn
j . (2.82)
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Now the operator 1 +∇2 changes as

1 +∇2 → 1 +Q2
j = 1 + |∇+ iqj |2

= 1 +∇2 + 2iqj · ∇ − |qj |2

= ∇2 + 2iqj · ∇ =: Gj ,

(2.83)

since |qj |2 = 1.

With this identity, the non-local part of the free energy over one unit cell

can be calculated similarly to the ψ(r)2 term giving

−
∫
Up

Bx

2
ψ(r)(1 +∇2)2ψ(r)dr ≈

3∑
j=1

Bxη∗j (rp)
(G2

j ηj(r)
)∣∣

r=rp
. (2.84)

Including ρ(r) is simple: the cross-terms where there is only one ηj or

η∗j have an oscillating exponential factor giving zero contribution to the

energy. The extra term is of the original PFC form

Bx

2
ρ(rp)

(
(1 +∇2)ρ(r)

)∣∣
r=rp

. (2.85)

However, we assumed that ρ(r) is slowly varying in space. The PFC oper-

ator 1 +∇2 gives rise to modes that oscillate at the length scale a. These

oscillations should not be present in the slow density ρ(r). In addition we

know that there is a surface energy contribution from spatial variation of

the slow density. For this reason we replace the derivatives in the PFC

operator with a surface term −B̃x/Bx∇2. The non-local energy density of

the slow density will be now

Bx

2
ρ(r)2 − B̃x

2
ρ(r)∇2ρ(r). (2.86)

With this operator all the oscillating modes in ρ will give a positive energy

contribution.

The final piece in deriving the amplitude free energy is writing the inte-

gral F =
∫ Edr over PFC energy density E as the sum of integrals over all

the unit cells in the system as

∑
p

∫
Up

E(r)dr ≈
∑
p

VUp Ẽ(rp). (2.87)

Here Ẽ is the amplitude energy density. This sum is approximated as the

integral over the system as

∑
p

VUp Ẽ(rp) ≈
∫

Ẽ(r)dr. (2.88)

This final approximation makes again use of the assumption that the am-

plitudes ηj and the density ρ vary slowly in space.
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Finally we get

F [ρ(r), ηj(r), η
∗
j (r)] =

∫ ⎧⎨
⎩B�

2
ρ2 − τ

3
ρ3 +

ν

4
ρ4 +

B̃x

2
|∇ρ|2

+

(
ΔB

2
− τρ+

3ν

2
ρ2
)
A2

+
3∑

j=1

Bx|Gjηj |2 + (6νρ− 2τ)

⎛
⎝ 3∏

j=1

ηj + C.C.

⎞
⎠

+
3ν

4
A4 − 3ν

2

3∑
j=1

|ηj |4
⎫⎬
⎭ dr.

(2.89)

Here we have reorganized the non-local parts using integration by parts.

Setting ρ(r) = 0 will give the often used constant density amplitude ex-

pansion energy.

2.4.1 Small displacement limit

We discussed earlier the complex nature of the amplitudes ηj , in partic-

ular that it can be used to describe a slowly varying displacement field.

Here we will use that property to study the amplitude energy (2.89) in

the small displacement limit. Let us write down a decomposition of the

complex amplitudes

ηj(r) = φj(r)e
iθj(r). (2.90)

The order parameter fields φj determine the presence of the jth mode.

For example, φj → 0 for all j gives a liquid state. A striped phase can be

realized by setting φj → 0, when j �= k and φk(r) → φ0. Next we will try

to give a meaning to the fields θj(r).

We define

θj(r) = −qj · u(r) + 1

3
Δθ. (2.91)

This is a linear one-to-one mapping from θj to u and Δθ. This definition

gives8

3∑
j=1

θj = Δθ (2.92)

and
2

3

3∑
j=1

qjθj = −u. (2.93)

The vector field u is a displacement field, which describes local varia-

tion of the interparticle distance in the reconstructed PFC density given

8For proof see Appendix A.
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by Eq. (2.70). The field Δθ accounts for the change of the local crystal

symmetry. In general, apart from topological disorder such as dislocation

cores or solid–liquid boundaries, Δθ will be zero9.

In this section we take the small displacement limit. We assume a uni-

form solid–liquid order φj(r) = φ0 and a constant density ρ(r) = ρ0. In

addition we expand the free energy (2.89) up to quadratic order in u and

neglect derivatives of order higher than two. The expansion up to second

order corresponds to the assumption that ∇u is small while neglecting the

higher order derivatives is justified if u varies slowly in space.

Looking at Eq. (2.89), we see that θj appears only in two terms: the non-

local term Bx
∑3

j=1 |Gjηj | and the cubic term with
∏3

j=1 ηj + C.C.. Let us

first look at the cubic term. Inserting the definition (2.91) for θj gives

3∏
j=1

ηj + C.C. = φ3
0

3∏
j=1

exp (iθj) + C.C.

= φ3
0 exp

⎛
⎝i 3∑

j=1

θj

⎞
⎠+ C.C.

= 2φ3
0 cos ( Δθ︸︷︷︸

=0

) = 2φ3
0.

(2.94)

We see that this term gives a constant contribution10. Let us look at the

remaining part

Fel := Bx

∫ 3∑
j=1

|Gjηj |2 dr = Bxφ2
0

∫ 3∑
j=1

∣∣∣Gje
iθj
∣∣∣2 dr. (2.95)

Since θj(r) = −qj · u, expanding this up to quadratic order in u corre-

sponds to a quadratic expansion in θj . We will use the following property

of differential operators at this order:∣∣∣Leiθj ∣∣∣2 ≈ |Lθj |2 , (2.96)

where L = a1 · ∇+ b2∇2 + a3 · ∇∇2..., with any vectors ai and constants bi.

Here it is important that there are no constant terms in L.11

Now

3∑
j=1

∣∣∣Gje
iθj
∣∣∣2 ≈ 3∑

j=1

|Gjθj |2 =
3∑

j=1

∣∣(∇2 + 2iqj · ∇)θj
∣∣2 ≈ 4

3∑
j=1

|qj · ∇θj |2 .

(2.97)
9We discuss the role of Δθ in Appendix B.
10This term is also responsible for the fact that Δθ is zero almost everywhere.
This term has a negative sign in F in Eq. (2.89) and is minimized with Δθ = 0.
11For proof, see Appendix A.
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Here the higher order derivative ∇2 disappears at the long wavelength

limit. Inserting θj = −q · u gives

4
3∑

j=1

|qj · ∇θj |2 = 4
3∑

j=1

[(qj ⊗ qj) : ∇u]2, (2.98)

where ⊗ is the tensor product and : is the double dot product. In indices

this becomes

4

3∑
j=1

[(qj ⊗ qj) : ∇u]2 = 4

3∑
j=1

2∑
i,k,l,m=1

qj,iqj,kqj,lqj,m∂iuk∂lum. (2.99)

A small calculation gives12

3∑
j=1

qj,iqj,kqj,lqj,m =
3

8
(δi,kδl,m + δi,lδk,m + δi,mδk,l). (2.100)

Using this gives

4
2∑

i,k,l,m=1

3∑
j=1

qj,iqj,kqj,lqj,m∂iuk∂lum

=
3

2

2∑
i,k=1

(∂iui∂kuk + ∂iuk∂iuk + ∂iuk∂kui),

(2.101)

which we can write in a vector form

3

2
[(∇ · u)2 +∇u : ∇u+∇u : (∇u)T ]. (2.102)

Finally, with the help of the infinitesimal strain tensor ε = 1
2 [∇u +

(∇u)T ], we can write the elastic energy in the small deformation limit

as

Fel ≈
∫

1

2
σ : ε dr, (2.103)

where σ is the infinitesimal stress tensor

σ = 3Bxφ2
0[2ε+Tr (ε)I]. (2.104)

Here Tr (ε) =
∑

i εii = ∇ · u is the trace of a second rank tensor. In the

theory of linear elasticity, the stress and strain are connected linearly via

elastic constants. For our system we discover that

σii = C11εii + C12εjj , for i �= j;

σ12 = σ21 = 2C44ε12,
(2.105)

where C11 = 9Bxφ2
0, C12 = 3Bxφ2

0, and C44 = 3Bxφ2
0. Here we use the

Voigt notation for the elastic constants. The form given by Eq. (2.105)

corresponds to elastic constants of a hexagonal crystal symmetry.

12The proof is presented in Appendix A.
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Next we will look at mechanical equilibrium. This means that the en-

ergy F is minimized with respect to the displacement field u(r) as

δF

δu
=

δFel

δu
= 0. (2.106)

Note that this equation holds in general, even beyond the small displace-

ment limit. With the small displacement approximations this becomes in

coordinates
δF

δui
≈
∑
kj

δεkj
δui

δF

δεkj
, (2.107)

which after some calculation gives

δF

δu
≈ ∇ · σ. (2.108)

Now we require

∇ · σ = 0. (2.109)

Inserting the stress tensor from Eq. (2.104) gives

∇2u+ 2∇(∇ · u) = 0. (2.110)
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3. Dynamics

In this chapter, we will discuss how the statistical fields evolve in time.

All the dynamics described here are dissipative: the non-equilibrium con-

figurations evolve towards equilibrium states. This is manifested by de-

creasing system energy. The main approximation here is that we assume

that the non-equilibrium states can be characterized by the equilibrium

energies introduced in the previous section. These energies will decrease

towards the equilibrium values with time.

3.1 Classical density functional theory

Here we will sketch the derivation for the first order dynamics for CDFT

following the idea of Archer et al. [46]. The resulting theory is known as

the dynamical density functional theory (DDFT).

We assume that the dynamics of the microscopic system are given by the

Langevin equation, which is a time evolution equation for the position ri

of the ith particle defined as [63]

m
d2ri
dt2

+ Γ−1
dri
dt

= −∇riV(rN , t)−∇riφext(ri, t) +Xi(t). (3.1)

Here the jth component of Xi, Xj
i = ξji (t), is a white noise term with

〈ξji (t)〉 = 0 and 〈ξji (t)ξkn(t′)〉 = 2kBTΓ
−1δinδjkδ(t − t′), as required by the

dissipation fluctuation theorem. V is the pairwise interatomic potential

and φext is some external potential. We assume that the mobility Γ is

small neglecting the second order inertial term arriving at Brownian dy-

namics

Γ−1
dri
dt

= −∇riV(rN , t)−∇riφext(ri, t) +Xi(t). (3.2)

This is a stochastic differential equation that can be written in the proba-
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bility picture as [64]

∂p(rN , t)

∂t
= Γ

N∑
i=1

∇ri

[
kBT∇ri +∇riV(rN , t) +∇riφext(ri, t)

]
p(rN , t), (3.3)

where p(rN ) is the grand canonical N -particle probability distribution de-

fined by Eq. (2.1)1. Eq. (3.3) is known as the Smoluchowski equation.

Integrating Eq. (3.3) over N − 1 degrees of freedom, in a manner similar

to Chapter 2, gives

∂tρ
(1)(r, t) = Γ∇ ·

(
∇ρ(1)(r, t)− βF̃(r, t) + βρ(1)(r, t)∇φext(r, t)

)
, (3.4)

where

F̃(r, t) = −
∫

ρ(2)(r, r′, t)∇rV (|r− r′|)dr (3.5)

is the effective interparticle force term. Here V (r) is the pair potential.

Let us assume that the external potential φext(r, t) is such that

∇ρ(1)(r, t)− βF̃(r, t) + βρ(1)(r, t)∇φext(r, t) = 0, (3.6)

implying that ∂tρ
(1)(r, t) = 0 and the system is in equilibrium. Eq. (2.9)

gives for equilibrium systems

δΩ[ρ(1)(r)]

δρ(1)(r)
=

δF [ρ(1)(r)]

δρ(1)(r)
+ φext(r, t)

= kBT ln (Λ3
Tρ

(1)(r, t)) +
δFex[ρ

(1)(r)]

δρ(1)(r)
+ φext(r, t)

= 0.

(3.7)

Taking the gradient yields

kBT
∇ρ(1)(r, t)

ρ(1)(r, t)
+∇δFex[ρ

(1)(r)]

δρ(1)(r)
+∇φext(r, t) = 0. (3.8)

Comparing with Eq. (3.6) gives

F̃(r, t) = −ρ(1)(r, t)∇δFex[ρ
(1)(r)]

δρ(1)(r)
. (3.9)

Substituting this in Eq. (3.4) results in

∂tρ
(1)(r, t) = Γ∇ ·

[
∇ρ(1)(r, t) + βρ(1)(r)∇

(
Fex[ρ

(1)(r, t)]

δρ(1)(r, t)
+ φext(r, t)

)]
.

(3.10)

Using

βρ(1)(r, t)∇δFid[ρ
(1)(r, t)]

δρ(1)(r, t)
= ρ(1)(r, t)

∇ρ(1)(r, t)

ρ(1)(r, t)
= ∇ρ(1)(r, t), (3.11)

1We choose μ = 0 implying that ψint(r, t) = φext(r, t).
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and F = Fid + Fex we can rewrite Eq. (3.10) as

∂tρ
(1)(r, t) = βΓ∇ ·

[
ρ(1)(r, t)∇

(
δF [ρ(1)(r, t)]

δρ(1)(r, t)
+ φext(r, t)

)]
. (3.12)

With the external field the system is in equilibrium and the field ρ(1)(r, t)

will be static. However, the system will start to vary in time when φext(r, t)

is set to zero. Now the equilibrium free energy with equilibrating φext(r, t)

becomes a non-equilibrium free energy and we will introduce the main

approximation of this part, namely that we will approximate this non-

equilibrium free energy with an equilibrium free energy at φext(r, t) = 0.

This is a close-to-equilibrium assumption equivalent to stating that no

large φext(r, t) is needed to equilibrate the non-equilibrium state.

Rescaling the energy as F → kBTF and the time as t → Γ−1t gives a

dimensionless form

∂tρ
(1)(r, t) = ∇ ·

(
ρ(1)(r, t)∇δF [ρ(1)(r, t)]

δρ(1)(r, t)

)
. (3.13)

This diffusion equation embodies the dynamical density functional theory.

In general we need to approximate F in order to solve Eq. (3.13). Using

Eq. (2.24) gives

δF [ρ(1)(r, t)]

δρ(1)(r, t)
= ln

(
ρ(1)(r, t)

ρ0

)
−
∫

c(|r− r′|)Δρ(1)(r′, t)dr′, (3.14)

Again it should be pointed out that we have F = F since there is no

external field.

3.2 Phase field crystal model

In this section we will take a top–down approach for the PFC dynamics.

We will derive the equation of motion through energetics.

We use the free energy F defined by Eq. (2.55) and introduce a velocity

field w(r, t) that transports the field ψ(r, t). We define an effective Hamil-

tonian H[ψ(r, t),w(r, t)] = K[ψ(r, t),w(r, t)] + F [ψ(r, t)], where

K[ψ(r, t),w(r, t)] =

∫
1

2
ψ(r, t)|w(r, t)|2dr (3.15)

is the kinetic energy.

We will derive conserved dynamics based on three principles:

1. PFC density field ψ is locally conserved.
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2. Momentum density ψw is locally conserved in equilibrium.

3. Total energy H is conserved.

PFC density conservation is easy to write as a continuity equation

∂tψ(r, t) = −∇ · [ψ(r, t)w(r, t)]. (3.16)

For momentum density we have in equilibrium

∂t[ψ(r, t)w(r, t)] = −∇ · [ψ(r, t)w(r, t)⊗w(r, t)]. (3.17)

Opening the brackets and using Eq. (3.16) gives

ψ(r, t)
Dw(r, t)

Dt
:= ψ(r, t)[∂t +w(r, t) · ∇]w(r, t) = 0. (3.18)

In general the system will not be in equilibrium but instead there is an

effective force term f̃(r, t) that allows interchange of energies between K

and F . With this term we have momentum balance for the velocity field

expressed as

ψ(r, t)
Dw(r, t)

Dt
= f̃(r, t). (3.19)

The force term f̃(r, t) can be derived using the third condition: ∂tH = 0.

Using the chain rule for functional derivatives yields

∂tH = ∂tK + ∂tF =

∫
δK

δψ
∂tψ +

δK

δw
· ∂twdr+

∫
δF

δψ
∂tψdr = 0. (3.20)

Inserting the the functional derivatives of K and the time derivatives

given by Eqs. (3.16) and (3.19) gives∫
w ·
(
f̃ + ψ∇δF

δψ

)
dr = 0, (3.21)

with the use of integration by parts. This holds for all w if

f̃ = −ψ∇δF

δψ
. (3.22)

We have constructed energy conserving dynamics for w and ψ. We are

studying a system in a thermal bath that induces entropy generation im-

plying that the dynamics should be dissipative. Let us consider Langevin

type dissipation. We write for the velocity field w:

ψ(r, t)
Dw(r, t)

Dt
= −ψ(r, t)∇δF [ψ(r, t)]

δψ(r, t)
− Γ−1ψ(r, t)w(r, t). (3.23)

Now we assume that the dynamics are overdamped i.e. mobility Γ is

small. The left hand side of (3.23) becomes negligible giving

w(r, t) = −Γ∇δF [ψ(r, t)]

δψ(r, t)
. (3.24)
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Inserting this in Eq. (3.16) gives

∂tψ(r, t) = ∇ ·
(
ψ(r, t)∇δF [ψ(r, t)]

δψ(r, t)

)
, (3.25)

where we have rescaled the time as t → Γ−1t.

Here we included a dissipation term −Γ−1ψ(r, t)w(r, t). This form is

suggested e.g. for colloidal systems for which overdamped, Brownian dy-

namics, gives accurate results [48].

The more often used PFC dynamics can be recovered by making a close

to a liquid approximation, where we assume that the spatial variations

of the field ψ are small compared to the average value of ψ. Writing

ψ(r, t) = ψ̄ + ψ̃(r, t), where ψ̄ is the average PFC density, the close to a

liquid approximation can be written as ψ̃(r, t)/ψ̄ � 1. With this approxi-

mation opening the brackets in Eq. (3.25) gives

∇·
(
ψ(r, t)∇δF [ψ(r, t)]

δψ(r, t)

)
= [∇ψ(r, t)] · ∇δF [ψ(r, t)]

δψ(r, t)

+ ψ(r, t)∇2 δF [ψ(r, t)]

δψ(r, t)
≈ ψ̄∇2 δF [ψ(r, t)]

δψ(r, t)

(3.26)

Now we have

∂tψ(r, t) ≈ ∇2 δF [ψ(r, t)]

δψ(r, t)
, (3.27)

with a rescaling t → ψ̄−1t. Here

δF [ψ(r, t)]

δψ(r, t)
= Bx(1 +∇2)2ψ(r, t) + ΔBψ(r, t)− τψ(r, t)2 + νψ(r, t)3. (3.28)

Next we will study the time evolution of the energy F with dynamics

given by Eq. (3.25).

∂tF [ψ(r, t)] =

∫
δF [ψ(r, t)]

δψ(r, t)
∂tψ(r, t)dr

=

∫
δF [ψ(r, t)]

δψ(r, t)

[
∇ ·
(
ψ(r, t)∇δF [ψ(r, t)]

δψ(r, t)

)]
dr.

(3.29)

Integration by parts gives

∂tF [ψ(r, t)] = −
∫

ψ(r, t)

∣∣∣∣∇δF [ψ(r, t)]

δψ(r, t)

∣∣∣∣2 dr ≤ 0. (3.30)

This shows that the free energy F is non-increasing and the PFC dynam-

ics drives the system to a local equilibrium. A similar result can be ob-

tained for dynamics given by Eq. (3.27) with a substitution ψ(r, t) → 1 for

the prefactor.

We can make a hand-waving argument to justify Eq. (3.25) by using

Eq. (3.13) for the one-particle density function. Let us follow the idea of

Jaatinen et al. and write

ρ(1)(r, t) = ψ(r, t) + ρ̃(r, t), (3.31)
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where ψ is the PFC density and ρ̃ represents the high k modes of the

one-particle density. The connection between ψ and ρ(1) is defined using

a low-pass Fourier filter given by Eqs. (2.63) and (2.64). The functional

derivative in the CDFT dynamics can be written as

δF
δρ(1)

=
δFEOF

δρ(1)
=

δFEOF

δψ
+

δFEOF

δρ̃︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

, (3.32)

since there are no high k modes in FEOF.

Now we use the Fourier filter w on Eq. (3.13) giving

∂t

∫
w(|r−r′|)ρ(1)(r′, t)dr′ = ∇·

[∫
w(|r− r′|)ρ(1)(r′, t)∇δFEOF[ψ(r

′, t)]
δψ(r′, t)

dr′
]
.

(3.33)

We approximate w as a low-pass filter that simply cuts off high k numbers.

With this approximation the smoothing operation acts only on the high k

part, ρ̃, and the functional derivative can be taken out of the integral. We

are left with

∂t

∫
w(|r−r′|)ρ(1)(r′, t)dr′ ≈ ∇·

[∫
w(|r− r′|)ρ(1)(r′, t)dr′∇δFEOF[ψ(r, t)]

δψ(r, t)

]
,

(3.34)

which with the use of Eq. (2.63) gives Eq. (3.25), but with FEOF.

3.3 Amplitude expansion dynamics

3.3.1 Overdamped dynamics

We will first consider overdamped amplitude expansion dynamics. The

amplitude equivalent of Eq. (3.27) is

∂tηj = (Gj − 1)
δF

δη∗j
, (3.35)

for amplitudes ηj , where energy F is defined by Eq. (2.89) and Gj = ∇2 +

2iqj ·∇. However, it turns out that – just as the amplitudes ηj – the source

term δF/δη∗j varies at large scales, and to a good approximation we can

simplify Eq. (3.35) giving

∂tηj = − δF

δη∗j
. (3.36)

For the density field ρ we have

∂tρ = ∇2 δF

δρ
. (3.37)

Here

δF

δη∗j
= (ΔB−2τρ+3νρ2+BxG2

j )ηj+(6νρ−2τ)
∏
i �=j

η∗i +3ν(A2−|ηj |2)ηj , (3.38)
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and

δF

δρ
= B�ρ− B̃x∇2ρ− τρ2 − τA2 + νρ3 + 3νρA2 + 6ν

3∏
j=1

(ηj + C.C.) , (3.39)

where G2
j = [∇4 + 4iqj · ∇∇2 − 4(qj · ∇)2] and B� = ΔB +Bx.

Eqs. (3.36) and (3.37) can be derived in a way similar to that in Sec. 2.4.

By substituting the one-mode approximation, we have from Eq. (3.27)

∂tρ(r, t) +

3∑
j=1

(
∂tηj(r, t)e

iqj ·r + C.C.
)

= ∇2

(
∂ρ

∂ψ

δF [ρ, ηj , η
∗
j ]

δρ

)
+

3∑
j=1

[
∇2

(
∂η∗j
∂ψ

δF [ρ, ηj , η
∗
j ]

δη∗j

)
+ C.C.

]

= ∇2
δF [ρ, ηj , η

∗
j ]

δρ
+

3∑
j=1

[
∇2

(
eiqj ·r δF [ρ, ηj , η

∗
j ]

δη∗j

)
+ C.C.

]

= ∇2
δF [ρ, ηj , η

∗
j ]

δρ
+

3∑
j=1

⎡
⎢⎣eiqj ·r (Gj − 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸

≈−1

δF [ρ, ηj , η
∗
j ]

δη∗j
+ C.C.

⎤
⎥⎦

(3.40)

Here we use the chain rule for functional derivatives.

Multiplying Eq. (3.40) by exp (−iqn · r) and integrating over one unit

cell gives all the terms that have a prefactor exp (iqn · r). Left hand side

gives ∂tηn(rk, t) and the right hand side gives −δF/δη∗n. Here rk is the

position of kth unit cell. Similarly, integrating over one unit cell without

any prefactor gives ∂tρ(rk, t) on the left hand side and ∇2δF/δρ on the

right hand side. Approximating ηn(rk, t) ≈ ηn(r, t) and ρ(rk, t) ≈ ρ(r, t)

separately in each unit cell gives Eqs. (3.36) and (3.37).

3.3.2 Dynamics with mechanical equilibration

In Publication II we studied the overdamped PFC amplitude expansion

dynamics with an explicit mechanical equilibrium condition. Here we as-

sume that the slow density is constant2. In Publication II we approached

the problem through dynamics but here we will formulate the constrained

dynamics as an optimization problem. The dynamics of the system is de-

scribed by Eq. (3.36) with an additional constraint

δF

δu
= 0, (3.41)

at all times. The displacement field u(r, t) and its connection to the com-

plex amplitudes ηj is described in Sec. 2.4.

2The slow density is straightforward to include in the dynamics by just adding
Eq. (3.37)
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In Appendix A we derive the relation

δF

δu
= −

3∑
j=1

qj
δF

δθj
= −2

3∑
j=1

qj Im

(
η∗j

δF

δη∗j

)
, (3.42)

allowing to write Eq. (3.41) as
3∑

j=1

qj Im

(
η∗j

δF

δη∗j

)
= 0. (3.43)

Writing the constraint in terms of the complex amplitudes ηj is practical

for numerical implementation.

We reach the mechanical equilibrium given by Eq. (3.43) by evolving the

fields θj with fake dynamics in fake time ζ as

∂ζθj(r, ζ) = −qj ·
3∑

k=1

qk Im

(
η∗k

δF

δη∗k

)
. (3.44)

Clearly now if

∂ζθj(r, ζ) = 0, (3.45)

for all j, Eq. (3.43) follows3. Moreover, looking at the sum
∑

j ∂ζθj(r, ζ)

with the definition θj = −qj · u+Δθ/3 in mind gives

∑
j

∂ζθj(r, ζ) = −
∑
j

qj

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

·
3∑

k=1

qk Im

(
η∗k

δF

δη∗k

)
= 0. (3.46)

This implies that the sum
∑

j θj = Δθ remains unchanged through the

fake dynamics and only u is relaxed.

The easiest way to realize the overdamped PFC amplitude expansion

dynamics numerically can be devised as follows:

1. Initial mechanical equilibration of the system using Eq. (3.44).

2. Evolve the system by a small time increment with full overdamped

dynamics given by Eq. (3.36).

3. Equilibrate using Eq. (3.44).

4. If dynamics not ready, go to 2. Else, terminate.

In Publication II the mechanical equilibration is derived through dy-

namics and leads to a slightly different equilibrium condition,
3∑

j=1

qjφ
−2
j Im

(
η∗j

δF

δη∗j

)
= 0, (3.47)

3qj are linearly independent.
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Figure 3.1. A one-dimensional calculation of the growth dynamics of a strained crystal.
The upper panel shows the initial order parameter field; the solid bump
grows in the liquid both with and without mechanical equilibration. The
lower panel shows the displacement field without equilibration at times 10,
20, and 30 as shown by the solid, dashed, and dotted curves, respectively.
The block solidifies entirely while the deformation field is left practically un-
changed. The blue straight dotted line shows the deformation field after 3000
time units (Γ−1). Here a is the nearest neighbour distance.

where φj = |ηj |. This condition will become the same as Eq. (3.43) if

φj = φk for all j, k. This is true in bulk solid but at dislocation cores

and liquid–solid boundaries this might not hold. Generally it seems that

Eq. (3.43) and Eq. (3.47) give very similar results but Eq. (3.43) is the-

oretically more consistent because of the exact connection with the dis-

placement field u. Moreover, equilibrating Eq. (3.47) might lead to some

numerical instabilities since, unlike Eq. (3.43), it does not describe a real

energy minimization problem.

In Publication II we studied one-dimensional solidification of an under-

cooled melt shown in Fig. 3.1. With the usual overdamped dynamics the

relaxation of the initial linear strain is remarkably slow compared to the

solidification process. The periodic boundary conditions cause the sys-

tem to equilibrate in a strained state where the system is compressed by

one interparticle distance. This behaviour is clearly unphysical and is

not seen with the mechanical equilibration; with mechanical equilibra-

tion the initial strain is relaxed immediately and the system solidifies to

an unstrained state.

3.3.3 Hydrodynamics for the amplitude expansion

We want to couple the time evolution of the complex amplitudes ηj and the

slow density ρ to a mesoscopic velocity field v. This is done in a way sim-

ilar to the approach in Sec. 3.2: we require mass and momentum density
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balance and energy conservation after which dissipation is added. This

model is described in detail in Publication III.

Coarse-graining the continuum equation Eq. (3.16) in a manner similar

to that described in Sec. 3.2 gives

∂tρ(r, t) = −∇ · [ρ(r, t)v(r, t)], (3.48)

for the slow density and

∂tηj(r, t) = −Qj · [ηj(r, t)v(r, t)], (3.49)

for the complex amplitudes ηj . Here Qj = ∇ + iqj . For the velocity field

we have

ρ(r, t)
Dv(r, t)

Dt
= f . (3.50)

The force term f is defined through energy conservation of the effective

Hamiltonian H = K + F , where K is the kinetic energy

K[v(r, t), ρ(r, t)] =

∫
1

2
ρ(r, t)|v(r, t)|2dr, (3.51)

and F is the free energy defined by Eq. (2.89).

Let us look at the time evolution of the effective Hamiltonian H.

Ḣ = K̇ + Ḟ

=

∫
dr

⎧⎨
⎩∑

i

δK

δvi
v̇i +

δK

δρ
ρ̇+

δF

δρ
ρ̇+
∑
j

(
δF

δη∗j
η̇∗j + C.C.

)⎫⎬
⎭

=

∫
dr

⎧⎨
⎩ρv · (−v · ∇v + ρ−1f

)− 1

2
v2∇ · (ρv)− δF

δρ
∇ · (ρv)

−
∑
j

[
δF

δη∗j
Q∗j · (η∗jv) + C.C.

]⎫⎬
⎭ ,

integrating in parts, this becomes

Ḣ =

∫
dr

⎧⎨
⎩ρv ·

[
−v · ∇v + ρ−1f +∇

(
1

2
v · v
)
+∇δF

δρ

]

+v ·
∑
j

[
η∗jQj

δF

δη∗j
+ C.C.

]⎫⎬
⎭

=

∫
dr

⎧⎨
⎩v ·

⎡
⎣− ρv · ∇v + ρv · ∇v + f + ρ∇δF

δρ

+
∑
j

(
η∗jQj

δF

δη∗j
+ C.C.

)⎤⎦
⎫⎬
⎭

=

∫
dr

⎧⎨
⎩v ·

⎡
⎣f + ρ∇δF

δρ
+
∑
j

(
η∗jQj

δF

δη∗j
+ C.C.

)⎤⎦
⎫⎬
⎭ .
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Now this is zero for all velocities v if we define

f = −ρ∇δF

δρ
−
∑
j

[
η∗jQj

δF

δη∗j
+ C.C.

]
. (3.52)

So far we have constructed the equations of motion in such a way that

the overall energy is conserved. We need to add some entropy generation

in order to make the dynamics irreversible. In Publication III we chose

Navier-Stokes type dissipation μS∇2v + (μB − μS)∇(∇ · v).
In addition, we connect the time evolution of the slow density field ρ and

the complex amplitudes ηj to the overdamped amplitude expansion dy-

namics by choosing the source terms μρ∇2δH/δρ = μρ∇2(δF/δρ + δK/δρ)

for the density and −μηδF/δη
∗ for the complex amplitudes. Now the dy-

namics are described by

Dv

Dt
= −∇δF

δρ
− 1

ρ

3∑
j=1

[
η∗jQj

δF

δη∗j
+ C.C.

]
+
μS

ρ
∇2v+

μB − μS

ρ
∇(∇·v) (3.53)

for the velocity,

dρ

dt
= −∇ · (ρv) + μρ∇2 δH

δρ
= −∇ · (ρv) + μρ∇2 δF

δρ
+

1

2
μρ∇2(|v|2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=μρ∇2 δK

δρ

(3.54)

for the density field and

dηj
dt

= −Qj · (ηjv)− μη
δF

δη∗j
. (3.55)

for the complex amplitudes. It is shown in Publication III that this choice

of dissipation leads to a non-increasing total energy H in time. The dy-

namics given by Eqs. (3.53), (3.54), and (3.55) constitute the hydrody-

namic phase field crystal amplitude (HPFCA) model.

In addition, we show in Publication III that the HPFCA model reduces

to the overdamped model described by Eqs. (3.36) and (3.37) when the

dissipation parameters μη and μρ are large, and that in the liquid limit

ηj → 0 one recovers the Navier-Stokes equation for compressible flow with

an explicit virial expression for the pressure.

There has been some confusion regarding the dissipation terms in Eqs.

(3.54) and (3.55). The physical meaning of these dissipation terms is that

the velocity field v is a hydrodynamic velocity field and it does not describe

the motion at the microscopic level. This dynamical system describes a

diffusion–advection process with microscopic diffusion added to advection

facilitated by the velocity field v.
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To illuminate this further we can write Eq. (3.55) without the dissipa-

tion term as

Dθj
Dt

= −qj · v, (3.56)

Dφj

Dt
= −φj∇ · v, (3.57)

where we have the usual decomposition ηj = φj exp (iθj). The time evo-

lution equation for the order parameter fields φj is described in terms

of simple advection with velocity v. Fields φj are conserved and the dy-

namics without the dissipation term can for example never lead to global

melting if φj(r, 0) �= 0. The dissipation term −δF/δη∗j can be thought of as

an entropy increasing source term that represents changes in the micro-

scopic order due to coupling to the external heat bath.

In the case of the slow density ρ, the dissipation term accounts for va-

cancy diffusion. In the solid phase variations in ρ represent a certain

vacancy density corresponding to an excited energy. Unfortunately, these

excitations cannot be relaxed by the velocity field v since non-uniform v

will cause spatial variations in the displacement field u, which in turn will

increase the elastic energy of the system. Again, the fundamental reason

for this is that the velocity field v is not microscopic. The coupling with

the environment introduces the entropy generating source term ∇2δF/δρ

that will spread out the vacancies uniformly as time increases.

3.3.4 Small displacement limit

Publications II and III were partly motivated by the need to realistically

relax elastic excitations in a PFC system. These elastic excitations relax

via phonon emission i.e. non-equilibrium displacement field u increases

the configuration free energy F , which is then relaxed by creation of os-

cillating modes. The vibrational modes that relax the elastic excitations

should be small and have a long wavelength compared to the atomistic

length scale. In Publication IV we studied the long wavelength behaviour

of different dynamics that include vibrational modes. Here we will briefly

summarize the analytical small displacement calculations.

Apart from the hydrodynamic amplitude expansion of the PFC model,

we studied two different models: the Modified PFC Amplitude (MPFCA)

model with dynamics desribed by

∂2
t ηj(r, t) + α∂tηj(r, t) = −δF [ηj(r, t)]

δη∗j (r, t)
, (3.58)
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and the Augmented Modified PFC Amplitude (AMPFCA) model, where

the dynamics are

∂2
t ηj(r, t)− α(Gj − 1)∂tηj(r, t) = −δF [ηj(r, t)]

δη∗j (r, t)
. (3.59)

Here α is a dissipation parameter, F is the free energy and Gj is the non-

local amplitude operator ∇2 + 2iqj · ∇.

Equations (3.58) and (3.59) include memory effects in the dynamics of

the system through the second order time derivative term and allow oscil-

lating solutions for the field. Here we will present the dispersion relations

of small vibrating modes for the MPFCA, AMPFCA, and the HPFCA mod-

els.

Again, we assume that the energies are expanded up to second order in

u and that spatial derivatives of order higher than two are discarded. In

addition, the order parameters φj = |ηj | are assumed to take the equi-

librium constant value φ0 and with hydrodynamics, the slow density is

assumed a constant ρ(r, t) = ρ0. Only the elastic part of the free energy

Fel described in Sec. 2.4.1 will appear in the calculations.

MPFCA model

In the small displacement limit

ηj = φ0 exp [−iqj · u(r, t)]. (3.60)

Inserting this in Eq. (3.58) gives

−iqj · (∂2
t u+ α∂tu)φ0e

−iqj ·u = − δF

δη∗j
.

Multiplying by η∗j and summing over j results in

−φ2
0

⎛
⎝ 3∑

j=1

qj ⊗ qj

⎞
⎠ · (∂2

t u+ α∂tu) = −
3∑

j=1

qj Im

(
η∗j

δF

δη∗j

)
,

which becomes

∂2
t u+ α∂tu = −1

3
φ−20

δF

δu
(3.61)

with the help of the dyadic property of the reciprocal lattice vectors qj
4.

Now
δF

δu
=

δFel

δu
≈ −3Bxφ2

0u
�, (3.62)

where u� = ∇2u+ 2∇∇ · u. This can be solved with a plane wave ansatz

u = u0 exp (−ωt+ ik · r). (3.63)

4See Appendix A for details.
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Figure 3.2. The dispersion relation for the oscillating part ωo
⊥ = Im (ω⊥) for the MPFCA

model given by Eq. (3.65). The units are rescaled as k̃ = 2
√
3Bxk/α and

ω̃o
⊥ = 2ωo

⊥/α.

Let us solve for transversal modes u⊥ for which k ·u⊥ = 0. This results in

ω2
⊥ − αω⊥ = −Bxk2, (3.64)

which can be solved for ω⊥ as

ω⊥ =
1

2
α± i

2

√
4Bxk2 − α2, (3.65)

when

k > kc =
α

2
√
Bx

. (3.66)

Here kc is a critical k below which no oscillating solutions exist. The dis-

persion relation for the imaginary part of Eq. (3.65) is shown in Fig. 3.2.

AMPFCA model

Repeating the same procedure for Eq. (3.59) results in a dispersion rela-

tion for the transversal modes:

ω⊥ =
1

2
α(1 + k2)± i

2

√
4Bxk2 − (1 + k2)2α2 (3.67)

subject to the condition

2Bx

α2
− 1− 2

√
Bx

α

√
Bx

α2
− 1 < k2 <

2Bx

α2
− 1 + 2

√
Bx

α

√
Bx

α2
− 1. (3.68)

The dispersion relation for the oscillating part is shown in Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 3.3. The dispersion relation for the oscillating part ωo
⊥ = Im (ω⊥) for the AMPFCA

model with several different α given by Eq. (3.67). Here Bx = 1. Here the
units are chosen such that k = 1 corresponds to the wavelength of nearest
neighbour distance and ω is in units of the mobility Γ.

Hydrodynamic PFC amplitude model

Eq. (3.55) can be written for the displacement field u in this limit as

∂tu+ v · ∇u ≈ ∂tu = v − 1

2
φ−20 μη

δFel

δu
= v + μηB

xu�. (3.69)

The equation for the velocity field (3.53) becomes

∂tv + v · ∇v︸ ︷︷ ︸
≈∂tv

= − 1

ρ0

3∑
j=1

[
η∗jQj

δF

δη∗j
+ C.C.

]
+

μS

ρ0
∇2v

≈ − 2

ρ0

3∑
j=1

Re

[
η∗j iqj

δF

δη∗j

]
+ μSρ

−1
0 ∇2v

=
2

ρ0

3∑
j=1

Im

[
η∗jqj

δF

δη∗j

]
+ μSρ

−1
0 ∇2v

≈ − 1

ρ0

δFel

δu
+ μSρ

−1
0 ∇2v

= 3Bxρ−10 φ2
0u

� + μSρ
−1
0 ∇2v.

(3.70)

Here we assume ∇(δF/δη∗j ) ≈ 0 since it produces terms with derivatives

of the displacement field with a degree higher than two.

We can rewrite Eq. (3.70) as

∂tv̂ = 3Bxρ−10 φ2
0û

� − μSρ
−1
0 k2v̂, (3.71)

where f̂ denotes the Fourier transform of a vector field f . Regrouping gives

∂t(v̂e
μSρ

−1
0 k2t) = 3Bxρ−10 φ2

0û
�. (3.72)
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We can write Eq. (3.69) in Fourier space as

∂tû = v̂ + μηB
xû�. (3.73)

Multiplying both sides by exp (μSρ
−1
0 k2t) and taking the time derivative

gives

∂t[(∂tû)e
μSρ

−1
0 k2t] = ∂t(v̂e

μSρ
−1
0 k2t)

+ μηB
x∂t(û

�eμSρ
−1
0 k2t),

(3.74)

resulting in

∂2
t û+ μSρ

−1
0 k2∂tû = 3Bxρ−10 φ2

0û
�

+ μηB
x(∂tû

� + μSρ
−1
0 k2û�)

(3.75)

with the help of Eq. (3.72). The Fourier transform û� is given by

û� = −k2û− 2k(k · û). (3.76)

Let us split û into two orthogonal parts s.t. û = û⊥e⊥+ û‖e‖ and k ·e⊥ =

0. For transversal modes û� = −k2û⊥e⊥, giving

∂2
t û⊥ + (μSρ

−1
0 + μηB

x)k2∂tû⊥

+3Bxk2(ρ−10 φ2
0 +

1

3
μημSρ

−1
0 k2)û⊥ = 0.

(3.77)

This can be solved with the ansatz û⊥ = exp (−ω⊥t) as

ω2
⊥ − (μSρ

−1
0 + μηB

x)k2ω⊥

+3Bxk2(ρ−10 φ2
0 +

1

3
μημSρ

−1
0 k2) = 0,

(3.78)

giving

ω⊥ =
1

2
k2(μSρ

−1
0 + μηB

x)

± i
k

2

√
12Bxφ2

0ρ
−1
0 − (μSρ

−1
0 −Bxμη)2k2,

(3.79)

which we can divide into an oscillating part

ωo
⊥ =

k

2

√
12Bxφ2

0ρ
−1
0 − (μSρ

−1
0 −Bxμη)2k2 (3.80)

and a damping part

ωd
⊥ =

1

2
k2(μSρ

−1
0 + μηB

x) (3.81)

s.t. ω⊥ = ωd
⊥ + iωo

⊥. The existence of the oscillating solutions is subject to

the condition

k <

√
12Bxρ−10∣∣μSρ
−1
0 −Bxμη

∣∣φ0. (3.82)
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Figure 3.4. The dispersion relation ω̃o
⊥(k̃) = k̃

√
1− k̃2 for the oscillating compo-

nent of the transversal mode in the linear displacement limit for the
HPFCA model. Here ω̃o

⊥ = |μS − 3
2
Bxμηρ0|ωo

⊥/(6B
xφ2

0) and k̃2 = (μS −
3
2
Bxρ0μη)

2k2/(12Bxφ2
0ρ0).

Those modes for which this does not hold are damped with a damping

coefficient

ωd
⊥ =

1

2
k2(μSρ

−1
0 + μηB

x)

± k

2

√
(μSρ

−1
0 −Bxμη)2k2 − 12Bxφ2

0ρ
−1
0 ,

(3.83)

The dispersion relation for the oscillating component is shown in Fig. 3.4.

The analysis of the oscillating modes in the small displacement limit

shows that both the MPFCA and the AMPFCA models have a critical

wavenumber kc under which no oscillating solutions exist. This means

that these simpler models do not support long wavelength oscillations im-

plying that no true phonons exist in the framework of these two models.

The behaviour of oscillating modes is fundamentally different with the hy-

drodynamic PFC amplitude model: we recover linear dispersion relation

at small k limit, as expected for phonons. This is one of the main findings

of Publication IV.

Another difference between the HPFCA model and the rest of the models

comes with the dissipation. For the MPFCA and AMPFCA models the

dissipation is independent of k but for the HPFCA model the dissipation is

proportional to k2. This means that the small k components are dissipated

at a significantly lower rate than the high order modes. This, it turns out,

will have a dramatic effect on the overall dynamics.
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γ

(a) (b)

Figure 3.5. (a) a schematic of the grain rotation calculation: the grain is rotated by an
angle γ (the angle is shown in the inset). (b) The magnitude of the gradient
of the displacement field |∇u| showing the dislocation cores at the perimeter
of the grain. The uniform bright color inside the grain is due to the angle
difference γ.

3.3.5 Grain rotation

In order to compare the different dynamics, we solve the time evolution of

a circular grain embedded in a crystalline matrix. This numerical test is

simple but nontrivial and should provide insight into the difference of the

second order dynamical schemes introduced in this work.

The grain is tilted by an angle γ(t = 0) creating a mismatch at the

perimeter of the grain, which gives rise to a grain boundary. The setup is

shown in Fig. 3.5.

Assuming that the grain boundary motion is curvature driven i.e. v⊥ =

∂tR ∼ κ = R−1, we can solve for the time evolution of the radius R(t) giv-

ing ∂t(R
2) = constant. This implies that the area of the grain decreases

linearly. Note that if the normal velocity of the grain boundary is pro-

portional to the curvature of the grain boundary, the time evolution of a

circular grain is self-similar in the sense that the grain will be approxi-

mately circular also at later times.

At small angles the number of the dislocation cores nd at the perimeter

of the rotated grain is proportional to the rotation angle and the length of

the boundary. This can be written as nd ∝ γ(t)R(t). Dislocation cores repel

each other and annihilate in the very end of the calculation. The number

of dislocation cores nd is constant in time before the final annihilation

event implying that γ(t) ∝ R−1. From this it follows that angle γ increases
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.6. Panel (a) shows the density field ρ with a blow-up of the reconstructed PFC
density field ρ̃ while panel (b) shows the magnitude of the velocity field |v|
with a quiver field on top to show the direction of v.

as radius R decreases. The increase of the misorientation angle is seen in

Fig. 3.6 that shows the velocity field obtained during a calculation of the

HPFCA model. The dynamics of this type of rotated grain are discussed

in depth in Ref. [65].

The results of the grain rotation calculations are shown in Fig. 3.7. All

the different realizations show linear time evolution for the area of the

rotated grain. The behaviour of the MPFCA model reduces to the over-

damped amplitude model when α = 1. More interestingly, the trajectory

for the MPFCA model converges to the one obtained with α = 0.1. De-

creasing α further did not make the dynamics faster. The HPFCA model

gives the same trajectory as the mechanically equilibrated overdamped

model.

Grain rotation was studied in Publications II–IV5. In Publication II we

concluded that elastic excitations are important and the dynamics can be

made more realistic by relaxing them separately. In Publication III we

showed that by decreasing the velocity dissipation the dynamics get grad-

ually faster and approach the mechanically equilibrated case. Finally, in

Publication IV we showed that alternative second order time derivatives

approach a limiting curve shown in Fig. 3.7 as the dissipation parameter

is decreased. However, this limiting curve is not the mechanically equi-

librated trajectory but a slower dynamical process. We also noted that

the AMPFCA gives exactly same results as the MPFCA model. For this

5Grain rotation calculation was also performed in Publication V but there it is
studied from the point of view of a numerical benchmark.
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Figure 3.7. The squared radii of the shrinking circular grain with different models and
parametrization. The overdamped model and MPFCA with α = 1 give the
slowest dynamics. MPFCA dynamics become faster with decreasing α but
cannot reach the fastest trajectories given by the mechanically equilibrated
model and the HPFCA model.

reason, the AMPFCA results are not discussed here.
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The theoretical approaches studied in this dissertation involve non-linear

partial differential equations. These equations can rarely be solved an-

alytically in a closed form but instead call for some numerical approx-

imative methods. In these methods the spatial and temporal domains

are discretized and a field φ(r, t) is approximated with discrete values at

points φ(ri, ti). In order to solve dynamical systems we use time stepping

algorithms1.

In this chapter we will discuss semi-discrete algorithms, where the time

domain is discretized but the spatial domain is assumed to be continuous.

In the semi-discrete approach, the field φ(r, t) is approximated with its

semi-discrete counterpart φ(r, ti). These schemes are algorithms of the

form

φ(r, ti+1) = S(φ(r, ti), φ(r, ti−1), ..., φ(r, t0), ti, ti−1, ..., t0), (4.1)

where S is some source term and t0 denotes the time at the initial con-

figuration φ(r, t0). Usually for first order dissipative systems, only the

previous configuration is needed. If we also assume a uniform time step

s = ti+1 − ti, the time stepping algorithm becomes

φ(r, ti + s) = S(φ(r, ti), s). (4.2)

4.1 Convex splitting method for time stepping

In dissipative systems one desired property of the time stepping algorithm

is that the discrete energy of the system is non-decreasing i.e.

F [φ(r, ti + s)] ≤ F [φ(r, ti)] (4.3)

1Many times even static, equilibrium states are solved with some sort of fake
dynamics that involve time stepping.
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In Publication V we derive a time stepping scheme for solving Eq. (3.36)

with unconditional stability in s. This means that Eq. (4.3) holds regard-

less of the size of the time step s. To this end we use convex splitting time

discretization. This method was popularized by Eyre in Ref. [66], where

he derived the convex splitting scheme for the Cahn-Hilliard equation,

which is closely related to the Allen-Cahn equation that we will study

here. The convex splitting method has also been applied to the over-

damped PFC equation given by Eq. (3.27) [67].

In order to illustrate the convex splitting methodology, we devise an

unconditionally stable scheme for a simpler system described by energy

(2.50) and dynamics

∂tφ(r, t) = −δF [φ(r, t)]

δφ(r, t)
. (4.4)

This model is known as the Allen-Cahn model of phase separation2 [68].

Let us assume that the energy F can be split into two parts, the convex

part Fc and the concave part Fnc s.t. F = Fc + Fnc. For convex functionals

Fc[φ1(r) + λ(φ2(r)− φ1(r))] ≤ Fc[φ1(r)] + λ (Fc[φ2(r)]− Fc[φ1(r)]) , (4.5)

for any φ1, φ2. Here λ ∈ [0, 1]. For concave functionals

Fnc[φ1(r)+λ(φ2(r)−φ1(r))] ≥ Fnc[φ1(r)]+λ (Fnc[φ2(r)]− Fnc[φ1(r)]) . (4.6)

Let φ(r, tn) = φ(n)(r). We discretize the left hand side of Eq. (4.4) with a

forward discrete time derivative but for the right hand side we use convex

splitting. We write

φ(n+1)(r)− φ(n)(r)

s
= −
(
δFc[φ

(n+1)(r)]

δφ(n+1)(r)
+

δFnc[φ
(n)(r)]

δφ(n)(r)

)
. (4.7)

For the convex part we use the convexity property choosing φ1(r) =

φ(n+1)(r) and φ2(r) = φ(n)(r). This gives

Fc[φ
(n+1)(r)+λ(φ(n)(r)− φ(n+1)(r))] ≤ Fc[φ

(n+1)(r)]

+ λ
(
Fc[φ

(n)(r)]− Fc[φ
(n+1)(r)]

)
,

(4.8)

or

Fc[φ
(n+1)(r)]− Fc[φ

(n)(r)] ≤
Fc[φ

(n+1)(r)]− Fc[φ
(n+1)(r)− λ(φ(n+1)(r)− φ(n)(r))]

λ
.

(4.9)

2It turns out that the overdamped amplitude equation dynamics reduces to this
model if the complex amplitudes are set to be real and equal i.e. ηj(r, t) = φ(r, t)

and the spatial derivatives of order higher than two are discarded.
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This holds for any λ ∈ [0, 1]. Taking the limit λ → 0 yields

Fc[φ
(n+1)(r)]− Fc[φ

(n)(r)] ≤
∫

δFc[φ
(n+1)(r)]

δφ(n+1)(r)

(
φ(n+1)(r)− φ(n)(r)

)
dr,

(4.10)

using the definition of functional differentiation.

We repeat the process for the concave part with a choice φ1(r) = φ(n)(r)

and φ2(r) = φ(n+1)(r) giving

Fnc[φ
(n+1)(r)]− Fnc[φ

(n)(r)] ≤
Fnc[φ

(n)(r) + λ(φ(n+1)(r)− φ(n)(r))]− Fnc[φ
(n)(r)]

λ
.

(4.11)

Taking the limit λ → 0 gives

Fnc[φ
(n+1)(r)]− Fnc[φ

(n)(r)] ≤
∫

δFnc[φ
(n)(r)]

δφ(n)(r)

(
φ(n+1)(r)− φ(n)(r)

)
dr.

(4.12)

Adding Eqs. (4.10) and (4.12) gives

F [φ(n+1)(r)]− F [φ(n)(r)] ≤∫ (
δFc[φ

(n+1)(r)]

δφ(n+1)(r)
+

δFnc[φ
(n)(r)]

δφ(n)(r)

)(
φ(n+1)(r)− φ(n)(r)

)
dr.

(4.13)

Rewriting Eq. (4.7) as

φ(n+1)(r)− φ(n)(r) = −s

(
δFc[φ

(n+1)(r)]

δφ(n+1)(r)
+

δFnc[φ
(n)(r)]

δφ(n)(r)

)
, (4.14)

gives

F [φ(n+1)(r)]− F [φ(n)(r)] ≤ −s

∫ (
δFc[φ

(n+1)(r)]

δφ(n+1)(r)
+

δFnc[φ
(n)(r)]

δφ(n)(r)

)2

dr.

(4.15)

This shows that the energy is non-increasing in discrete time regardless

of the time step s.

We have yet to make use of the specific form of F [φ(r, t)] and in general

the previous proof works for the dynamics given by Eq. (4.4) with any

energies that can be split into convex and concave parts. Next we will

need the specific F defined by Eq. (2.46) in order to find the parts Fc and

Fnc.

The convexity of functionals shares many properties with the convexity

of functions. We have for example relatively easily from the definition of

convexity:

• F [φ] is convex is equivalent to F [Aφ+B] is convex with all A,B ∈ R.
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• If F1 and F2 are convex it follows that F1 + F2 is convex.

There is also a connection with the second derivatives. For functionals

it holds that if

lim
ε1,ε2→0

d2

dε1dε2
F [φ+ε1ψ+ε2ψ] =

∫ ∫
δ2F [φ(r)]

δφ(r)δφ(r′)
ψ(r)ψ(r′)dr′dr ≥ 0 (4.16)

for all ψ, it follows that F is convex at φ.

If F =
∫
φ(r)ndr, the second variation is∫ ∫

δ2F [φ(r)]

δφ(r)δφ(r′)
ψ(r)ψ(r′)dr′dr

=

∫ ∫
n(n− 1)φ(r)n−2δ(r− r′)ψ(r)ψ(r′)dr′dr,

(4.17)

which becomes∫ ∫
δ2F [φ(r)]

δφ(r)δφ(r′)
ψ(r)ψ(r′)dr′dr = n(n− 1)

∫
φ(r)n−2ψ(r)2dr. (4.18)

This is larger than or equal to zero for even integers n ≥ 2.

With energy (2.46) we have the part with the term −τφ3/3, which is

neither concave nor convex. This can be included in another convex part

as follows. We add and subtract a convex term

F ′[φ] =
∫

1

4

[
φ(r) +

τ

3

]4
dr =

∫ [
1

4
φ(r)4 +

τ

3
φ(r)3 + ...

]
dr. (4.19)

This creates a problematic first order term that can be negated in a simi-

lar way by adding a second order term F ′′ in φ. We have then

F [φ] = F [φ] + F ′[φ] + F ′′[φ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
convex

+(−F ′[φ]− F ′′[φ])︸ ︷︷ ︸
concave

. (4.20)

This holds if the remaining part with the term Bx|∇φ|2/2 is convex.

Taking the second variation of

Fnl =

∫
Bx

2
|∇φ(r)|2 dr (4.21)

gives ∫ ∫
δ2Fnl[φ(r)]

δφ(r)δφ(r′)
ψ(r)ψ(r′)dr′dr =

∫
Bx|∇ψ(r)|2dr ≥ 0, (4.22)

for all ∇ψ(r) proving the convex splitting (4.20).

The previous properties of the convex splitting scheme can also be

proved with spatial discretization but this requires additional tools. The

proof is included in Publication V for the overdamped amplitude dynam-

ics.
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Equation (4.7) is an example of an implicit method. This means that

there are terms in time n + 1 on the right hand side of the time step-

ping scheme. If all the terms on the right hand side are in time n, the

algorithm is called explicit. Explicit time stepping algorithms are easier

to implement numerically but suffer in general from instability issues.

These instability issues get worse with higher order spatial derivatives

requiring a really small time step s. In the worst case explicit schemes

are not stable with any s. For this reason it is often necessary to device

some sort of implicit method and bite the bullet with the nasty task of

inverting the right hand side to get back to the form in Eq. (4.2).
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5. Summary and conclusions

In Chapter 2 we described the theoretical framework of structural prop-

erties of materials in a thermal bath using number density fields. Specifi-

cally, we introduced the classical density functional theory, the phase field

crystal approach and its amplitude expansion. Even if the connection be-

tween the first principles CDFT and the PFC models is not straightfor-

ward, it is useful to keep in mind that they are similar tools that describe

the same systems. In particular, both of the methods work at diffusive

time scales avoiding the time scale of thermal vibrations.

In Section 2.3 we summarized the results of Publication I, where we

calculated the liquid–BCC solid surface free energy of a Yukawa system

using the CDFT and PFC methods. One of the most striking difference

in the results between the field theoretical CDFT and PFC methods and

the molecular dynamics approach is the strong anisotropy of the energies

predicted by the CDFT and PFC methods. In Publication I we discuss

this discrepancy and conclude that this might be due to the lack of long

wavelength fluctuations in the CDFT and PFC methods. In principle this

should be easy to test by adding such fluctuations in the dynamical de-

scription of the CDFT and PFC methods.

In Chapter 3 we discussed dynamics generated by energies presented

in Chapter 2. One of the most important underlying assumptions is that

the systems are close to equilibrium at all times and can be characterized

by the equilibrium properties introduced with the theoretical framework

of the static cases. We briefly reviewed the microscopic derivation of the

overdamped dynamics for the CDFT. For the PFC model we took a dif-

ferent approach and derived the dynamics using macroscopic symmetries

(conservation laws) of the system.

The main body of this dissertation was the development of the mechan-

ically equilibrated dynamics in Publication II and the hydrodynamic PFC
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amplitude theory of Publication III. These theories are summarized in

Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3. Overdamped dynamics, usually used with the

CDFT and PFC frameworks, have the major shortcoming of not being

able to correctly describe the relaxation of elastic excitations. We chose

the amplitude expansion of the PFC model to tackle this problem due to

the natural coupling of the hydrodynamic displacement field to the order

parameters in this framework.

The grain rotation example described in Section 3.3.5 shows the im-

portance of mechanical equilibration and the effect of the hydrodynamic

velocity in the time evolution of the system. The dynamics are almost

20 times faster when the elastic excitations are dissipated separately. It

seems in general that the elastic excitations are relaxed extremely slowly

using overdamped dynamics. One of the main results of Publication III is

that the hydrodynamic amplitude expansion scheme equilibrates elastic

excitations effectively.

In Section 3.3.4 we studied small displacements in amplitude expan-

sion models with second order time derivatives. The MPFCA model is an

amplitude version of the widely used modified PFC model, where a second

order time derivative is added in the dynamics. In Publication IV we tried

to remedy the unphysical low k behaviour of the MPFCA model with the

introduction of the AMPFCA model, where spatial time derivatives are

added in the dissipation term. However, it turns out that the AMPFCA

model reduces to the MPFCA model with physically relevant parameters

and this attempt to correct the low k behaviour was not successful.

In Chapter 4 we briefly discussed numerical methods for solving mod-

els discussed in this dissertation. In particular, we introduced the con-

vex splitting method used in Publication V to develop an uncondition-

ally stable time stepping scheme for solving the overdamped dynamics

for the amplitude expansion of the PFC model. Lifting the limitation of

a small time step becomes crucial when high order spatial derivatives

are involved. The time stepping scheme in Publication V can be used to

efficiently solve for the overdamped dynamics of the PFC amplitude ex-

pansion.

There are many future prospects for the research conducted in this dis-

sertation. The hydrodynamic theory of Publication III could be used to

study for example fast solidification, where mass transport and relaxation

of the grain boundaries during the solidification are important. Another

problem that could be interesting for both the mechanically equilibrated
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dynamics and the hydrodynamic approach is polycrystalline coarsening.

It is well-known that the overdamped PFC equations underestimate the

the size of grains in time in a coarsening polycrystalline system. It is

postulated that this sluggish behaviour is due to not correctly solving the

relaxation of elastic excitations. This issue could be solved by mechani-

cally equilibrating the system or by using the hydrodynamic description.

The above examples are but a few of the possibilities of using the theo-

ries and models presented in this dissertation. In general it is not hard

to think of situations where velocity mediated phenomena become impor-

tant. From a theoretical point of view it could be interesting to extend the

hydrodynamic description to binary alloys or quasicrystals. For binary al-

loys it could be possible to describe the photonic branch of the dispersion

relation and quasicrystals would require – in addition to phonons – a con-

sistent description of phasons. Research in these directions is in progress.
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A. Useful relations for complex
amplitudes

We write down a decomposition for the complex amplitudes

ηj(r, t) = φj(r, t) exp [iθj(r, t)], (A.1)

and

θj(r, t) = −qj · u(r, t) + 1

3
Δθ(r, t). (A.2)

A.1 Reciprocal lattice vectors and 2D hexagonal crystal symmetry

For qj we assume that they are unitary and that they have a hexagonal

symmetry. This is given by

qj · qk =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
1, if j = k;

−1
2 , if j �= k.

(A.3)

The hexagonal symmetry stipulates that the angles between different qj

are 2π/3.

First we show that
3∑

j=1

qj = 0. (A.4)

Proof: Equation (A.4) can be equivalently stated as⎛
⎝ 3∑

j=1

qj

⎞
⎠ · r = 0 (A.5)

for all r ∈ R2. We choose r = α1qi+α2qk, where α1, α2 ∈ R and i �= k. This

gives ⎛
⎝ 3∑

j=1

qj

⎞
⎠ · r = α1

3∑
j=1

qj · qi + α2

3∑
j=1

qj · qk. (A.6)

We use Eq. (A.3) to get⎛
⎝ 3∑

j=1

qj

⎞
⎠ · r = α1

(
1− 1

2
− 1

2

)
+ α2

(
1− 1

2
− 1

2

)
= 0. (A.7)
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For the dyadic qj ⊗ qj we have a following identity:

3∑
j=1

qj ⊗ qj =
3

2
I, (A.8)

where I is the identity matrix.

Proof: Equation (A.8) is equivalent to⎛
⎝ 3∑

j=1

qj ⊗ qj

⎞
⎠ · r =

3

2
r, (A.9)

for any r ∈ R2. Again, let us choose r = α1qi + α2qk, where α1, α2 ∈ R and

i �= k. Now⎛
⎝ 3∑

j=1

qj ⊗ qj

⎞
⎠ · (α1qi+α2qk) =

3∑
j=1

α1(qj ·qi)qj +
3∑

j=1

α2(qj ·qk)qj . (A.10)

Opening this and using Eq. (A.8) gives⎛
⎝ 3∑

j=1

qj ⊗ qj

⎞
⎠ · r = α1

[
qi − 1

2
(qj + qk)

]
+ α2

[
qk − 1

2
(qi + qj)

]
, (A.11)

where i, j, and k are different. Eq. (A.4) gives qi = −(qj + qk). Using this

yields ⎛
⎝ 3∑

j=1

qj ⊗ qj

⎞
⎠ · r =

3

2
(α1qi + α2qk) =

3

2
r. (A.12)

In section 2.4.1 we used the identity

3∑
j=1

qj,i1qj,i2qj,i3qj,i4 =
3

8
(δi1,i2δi3,i4 + δi1,i3δi2,i4 + δi1,i4δi2,i3). (A.13)

Proof: We will prove this by examining the equality

4∏
k=1

3∑
jk=1

qjk,ik = 0, (A.14)

given by Eq. (A.4). This sum has 34 = 81 terms that we will look into. We

have four types of terms:

• Four of a kind: Four same indices.

• Three of a kind: Three same indices.

• Two pairs: Two pairs of same indices.
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• One pair: Only one pair of same indices.

The four of a kind term is the sum that we eventually want to calculate.

Let us denote that by Q4. The task here is to determine the value of this

term.

The three of a kind terms are of the form

Q3 :=
3∑

j=1

∑
k �=j

qj,i1qk,i2qk,i3qk,i4 , (A.15)

and there are 4 unique terms that are realised by choosing the pairs j, in.

We can calculate the value of this term by looking at

0 =
3∑

j=1

qj,i1

3∑
k=1

qk,i2qk,i3qk,i4

=
3∑

j=1

3∑
k �=j

qj,i1qk,i2qk,i3qk,i4 +
3∑

j=1

qj,i1qj,i2qj,i3qj,i4 = Q3 +Q4,

(A.16)

from which we get Q3 = −Q4. The three of a kind terms contribute −4Q4

in the sum (A.14) and overall there are 4× 6 = 24 terms.

Two pairs terms are given by

Q22(i2) :=
3∑

j=1

∑
k �=j

qj,i1qj,i2qk,i3qk,i4 . (A.17)

The notation here is such that Q22(in) denotes the index in associated with

the index i1. This can be calculated with the help of

3∑
j=1

3∑
k=1

qj,i1qj,i2qk,i3qk,i4 =
3∑

j=1

qj,i1qj,i2

3∑
k=1

qk,i3qk,i4

=
9

4
(δi1,i2δi3,i4) ,

(A.18)

given by Eq. (A.8). On the other hand

3∑
j=1

3∑
k=1

qj,i1qj,i2qk,i3qk,i4 = Q22(i2) +Q4. (A.19)

We have the contribution for all the different combinations
4∑

k=2

Q22(ik) =
9

4
(δi1,i2δi3,i4 + δi1,i3δi2,i4 + δi1,i4δi2,i3)− 3Q4, (A.20)

contributing 3× 6 = 18 terms. From here on we define

Δ := δi1,i2δi3,i4 + δi1,i3δi2,i4 + δi1,i4δi2,i3 . (A.21)

Finally, we have the one pair terms of the form

Q2(i1, i2) :=
∑
π∈S3

qπ(1),i1qπ(1),i2qπ(2),i3qπ(3),i4 , (A.22)
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where S3 is the permutation group of indices (1, 2, 3). Here we choose the

notation in such a way that Q2(ik, il) denotes the indices ik and il that are

associated with the same index in the summation. We will solve this with

the help of

0 =

3∑
j=1

qj,i1qj,i2

3∑
k=1

qk,i3

3∑
n=1

qn,i4

=
3∑

j=1

qj,i1qj,i2

3∑
k=1

qk,i3qk,i4 +
3∑

j=1

∑
k �=j

qj,i1qj,i2qj,i3qk,i4

+

3∑
j=1

∑
k �=j

qj,i1qj,i2qj,i4qk,i3 +Q2(i1, i2).

(A.23)

The first term is given by Eq. (A.8) and the second and the third terms

can be recognized as Q3. We have

Q2(i1, i2) = −2Q3 − 9

4
(δi1,i2δi3,i4) = 2Q4 − 9

4
(δi1,i2δi3,i4) . (A.24)

All the one pair terms are given by adding the terms Q2(ij , ik) with all the

possible pairs (ij , ik). This results in

3∑
j=1

∑
k>j

Q2(ij , ik) = 12Q4 − 9

2
Δ. (A.25)

Overall we have possible pairs × permutations = 6× 6 = 36 terms from the

one pair terms.

By using Eq. (A.14) we have

0 = four of a kind + three of a kind + two pairs + one pair

= (Q4) + (−4Q4) +

(
9

4
Δ− 3Q4

)
+

(
12Q4 − 9

2
Δ

)
,

(A.26)

from which we solve

Q4 =
3

8
Δ, (A.27)

and the claim follows.

We can check if the number of terms in Eq. (A.14) matches.

four of a kind+three of a kind+two pairs+one pair = 3+24+18+36 = 81.

(A.28)

A.2 Functional differentiation of the complex amplitudes

We have
δF

δη∗j
=

1

2

[
δF

δφj
+ iφ−1j

δF

δθj

]
eiθj . (A.29)
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Proof: Using the chain rule of functional differentiation we have

δF [ηj , η
∗
j ]

δφj
=

∂η∗j
∂φj

δF

δη∗j
+ C.C. = e−iθj

δF

δη∗j
+ C.C., (A.30)

and

iφ−1j

δF [ηj , η
∗
j ]

δθj
= iφ−1j

(
∂η∗j
∂θj

δF

δη∗j
+ C.C.

)
= e−iθj

δF

δη∗j
− C.C. (A.31)

Adding these two gives Eq. (A.29). Conversely we have

φj
δF

δφj
= 2Re

(
η∗j

δF

δη∗j

)
, (A.32)

δF

δθj
= 2 Im

(
η∗j

δF

δη∗j

)
. (A.33)

Using Eqs. (A.4) and (A.8) we have

3∑
j=1

θj =

⎛
⎝ 3∑

j=1

qj

⎞
⎠ · u+

3∑
j=1

1

3
Δθ = Δθ, (A.34)

and

− 2

3

3∑
j=1

qjθj =
2

3

⎛
⎝ 3∑

j=1

qj ⊗ qj

⎞
⎠ · u− 2

3

3∑
j=1

qj
1

3
Δθ = u. (A.35)

For the field θj we have

δF

δθj
=

∂Δθ

∂θj

δF

δΔθ
+

∂u

∂θj
· δF
δu

. (A.36)

Using Eqs. (A.34) and (A.35) gives

δF

δθj
=

δF

δΔθ
− 2

3
qj · δF

δu
. (A.37)

Now
δF

δΔθ
=

1

3

3∑
j=1

δF

δθj
, (A.38)

and
δF

δu
= −

3∑
j=1

qj
δF

δθj
. (A.39)

A.3 Small displacement limit

In Sec. 2.4.1 we claim that ∣∣∣Leiθj ∣∣∣2 ≈ |Lθj |2, (A.40)
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Useful relations for complex amplitudes

up to second order in θj . Here L = a1 · ∇+ b2∇2 + a3 · ∇∇2... We will prove

this here. Let

θj(r) = εθ̃j(r). (A.41)

We have ∣∣∣∇neiεθ̃j
∣∣∣2 = ε2

∣∣∣∇n−1
(
(∇θ̃j)e

iεθ̃j
)∣∣∣2 . (A.42)

Now,

∇n−1
(
(∇θ̃j)e

iεθ̃j
)
=

n−1∑
k=0

(
n− 1

k

)
(∇n−kθ̃j)

(
∇keiεθ̃j

)
. (A.43)

On the other hand

∇keiεθ̃j = ∇k−1
(
iε(∇θ̃j)e

iεθ̃j
)
= O(ε), (A.44)

for k > 0.

Now Eq. (A.43) becomes

∇n−1
(
(∇θ̃j)e

iεθ̃j
)
=
(
∇nθ̃j

)
eiεθ̃j +O(ε). (A.45)

This generalizes easily for a sum of different powers of ∇ and we have∣∣∣Leiεθ̃j ∣∣∣2 = ε2
∣∣∣i(Lθ̃j +O(ε)) eiεθ̃j ∣∣∣2 = ε2

∣∣∣Lθ̃j +O(ε)∣∣∣2 = ε2
∣∣∣Lθ̃j∣∣∣2 +O(ε3).

(A.46)

We also took the long wavelength limit discarding derivatives of order

higher than two. Let us look again at Eq. (A.40). Now lets define θj(r) =

θ̃j(R), where R = εr. Now ∇rθj(r) = ε∇Rθ̃j(R). We have

|Lθj | =
∣∣∣(εa1 · ∇R + ε2b2∇2

R + ...
)
θ̃j

∣∣∣ = ε2
∣∣∣a1 · ∇Rθ̃j

∣∣∣+O(ε3). (A.47)
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B. Remarks on the local symmetry in
the amplitude framework

In Section 2.4.1 we discussed the field

Δθ(r, t) =
3∑

j=1

θj(r, t). (B.1)

This quantity is a measure of local symmetry breaking of the microscopic

structure of the 2D hexagonal crystal. Let us assume a perfect crystal

with a constant Δθ. The microscopic structure is given by the PFC density

field

ψ(r) = φ0

3∑
j=1

[
exp

(
iqj · r+ i

Δθ

3

)
+ C.C.

]
. (B.2)

We assume here for simplicity that the slow density ρ = 0. Fig. B.1 shows

how the field ψ(r) changes with Δθ.

We discussed energetics in Section 2.4.1 and concluded that θj (and Δθ)

appears only in two terms in the energy F of Eq. (2.89). If we assume that

Δθ is not spatially varying the energy contribution will be

FΔθ[Δθ] = −2τ

∫ ⎛⎝ 3∏
j=1

φ0 exp (iΔθ/3) + C.C.

⎞
⎠ dr = −4φ3

0τ

∫
cos (Δθ)dr.

(B.3)

This is obviously minimized by Δθ = 0 and maximized by Δθ = ±π1.

The effect of the energetically most unfavourable Δθ on ψ can be seen in

the last panel of Fig. B.1: it corresponds to changing the sign of all the

amplitudes and shifting the field. Changing the sign of the parameter τ

would make this the energetically most favourable value for Δθ.

Let us look at the overdamped dynamics given by Eq. (3.36). We have

∂tηj = (∂tφj)e
iθj + i(∂tθj)φje

iθj . (B.4)

Using the result given by Eq. (A.29) from Appendix A yields the general

relation

∂tθj = −1

2
φ−2j

δF

δθj
. (B.5)

1We will include here only the solutions close to zero since Δθ is in general small.
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Remarks on the local symmetry in the amplitude framework

Δθ = 0 Δθ = π/8 Δθ = 2π/8

Δθ = 3π/8 Δθ = 4π/8 Δθ = 5π/8

Δθ = 6π/8 Δθ = 7π/8 Δθ = 8π/8

Figure B.1. The microscopic PFC density field ψ(r) given by Eq. (B.2) with different val-
ues of Δθ.
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Remarks on the local symmetry in the amplitude framework

We take the sum over j and substitute θj(r, t) = Δθ(t)/3 giving

∂tΔθ(t) = −3

2
φ−20

δFΔθ

δΔθ
. (B.6)

Substituting δFΔθ and calculating the functional derivative gives

∂tΔθ(t) = −6φ0τ sin (Δθ(t)). (B.7)

This is solved by

Δθ(t) = 2 arctan

[
e−6φ0τt tan

(
Δθ0
2

)]
, (B.8)

where Δθ0 = Δθ(0). We see that if Δθ0 ∈ (−π, π)2, the argument on the

right-hand side tends exponentially to zero. This is the underlying reason

why Δθ is generally zero.

Figure B.2 shows the spatial variation in Δθ during a grain rotation

calculation3. Here we can see that in general Δθ = 0. There is spatial

variation in Δθ only close to the dislocation cores at the perimeter of the

rotating grain. This variation is very likely caused by spatial variation of

the order parameters φj close to the dislocation cores.

One final remark on Δθ. Eq. (3.56) gives time evolution for the phases

θj(r, t) in the HPFCA model. We have

Dθj
Dt

= −qj · v, (B.9)

if dissipation is omitted. Taking the sum over j gives

DΔθ

Dt
= 0. (B.10)

This illustrates further that the local symmetry is not changed without

the dissipation term and that the velocity field v cannot facilitate the

change of the local symmetry of the microscopic structure.

2The values Δθ = ±π are local extrema and will not give relaxing dynamics.
However, these are dynamically isolated points and this will happen only if
Δθ(r) = ±π everywhere.
3This is one of the calculations discussed in Section 3.3.5.
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Remarks on the local symmetry in the amplitude framework

Figure B.2. The order parameter [1−cos (Δθ)]/2 during a grain rotation calculation. This
shows that Δθ is non-zero only close to the dislocation cores.
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Phase field crystal models constitute a 
theoretical framework for studying the 
nanostructure of solidifying crystalline 
materials at diffusive time scales. It is 
customary to assume that the dynamics 
governing the solidification process are 
purely diffusive and that the motion of the 
microscopic constituents of the system is 
generated solely by random collisions with 
the environment. However, it turns out that 
at the microscopic level this is not always 
true. Instead, non-diffusive dynamics such 
as vibrations of the system and advection of 
mass can be important. In this dissertation 
we present different approaches for 
integrating fast dynamics in the time 
evolution of the system. We show the 
feasibility of these approaches both 
analytically and numerically and 
demonstrate that the inclusion of the fast 
time scales changes the overall time 
evolution of the system drastically. 
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